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Preface

Japanese rental housing has small average floor size, and its maintenance is not well. Japanese

Economists argue that the Japanese Tenant Protection Law (hereafter called the JTPL) which

guarantees security of tenure, is one of the reasons of these phenomena. Under the JTPL, it

is almost impossible for landlords to refuse renewal ofa rental contract that has expired, if

the current tenant wants to continue it. Thus, they cannot put their housing to an alternative

                                      'use, even if it is more profitable to do so. Furthermore, to prevent eviction based on rent
                                                                       '
increases, judicial precedents from tenancy suits have established that contract-renewal rent,

which is the rent for an incumbent tenant, is not permitted to exceed the rent of comparable

newly rented unit. Therefore, the JTPL works to disadvantage landlords, leading them to

discourage both the supply and maintenance of rental housing.i

   However, Japanese Economists do not take into account the tenant's behavior. Hence,

they cannot prove that the JTPL reduces the housing consumption and tenant's investment.

Moreover, they cannot consider the effects of the JTPL on the utility of tenants. Therefore,

to complete the analysis of the JTPL, we must consider the tenant's behavior. Considering

the tenant's behavior, the paper is organized as follows.

   Chapter 1 examines the effects ofthe JTPL on the size of rental housing. To do this, we

focus on asymmetric information on tenure length between tenants and landlords. Because

contract-renewal rent is lower than the market rent of a comparable dwelling, landlord prefer

short-term to long-term tenants, Tenure duration, however, will be better known to the

tenant than the landlord, and thus this asymmetric information creates an adverse selection

problem for landlords. The assumption of risk averse landlords gives the consistent result

  iOn March 1 2000 the Fixed-Term House Lease System that enables landlords to refuse renewal of a rental
contract that has expired was introduced. However, it is applicable to new contracts only. That is, the old
law applies to leases contracted before March 1, 2000.
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that very small average size of rental housing in Japan.

   Chapter 2 analyzes the effects of the JTPL on the housing rent. First, we convert the

theoretical model in Chapter 1 into a model that can be verified empirically. Second we use

the estimated parameters of one of the empirical studies to determine whether our model can

explain the ineMciency of the JTPL, The results of numerical tests are consistent with the

prediction of the theoretical model.

   Chapter 3 addresses the issue of maintenance. To analyze the effects of the JTPL on

rental-housing quality, we develop a non-cooperative game model involving the tenant and'

the landlord. We show that there is the case where the JTPL accelerates deterioration of the

rental housing,

   I would like to thank the members of my dissertation committee, Fumio Ohtake, who

was a chairman, Atsushi Tsuneki and Masayuki Nakagawa, for their valuable comments and

      ,suggestlons.

   I am also gratefu1 to Tatsuo Hatta, who spared much time for me as my former adviser,

for his many valuable suggestions and encouragement, My interest in this field takes a big

influence from his earlier work.

   I am very gratefu1 to Yoshihisa Asada, Chien-Liang Chen, Roger Downey,Takashi Fukushima,

Shinsuke Kambe, Sunwoong Kim, Miki Seko, Hiroyuki Seshimo and Ifukuju Yamazaki for

their many valuable suggestions. Earlier drafts of each chapter were presented at many con-

ferences and seminars. I also thank participants of these conferences and seminars for their

many valuable comments.



Chapter 1

Floor Size of Rental Housing*

1.1 Introduction

According to 1998 Housing and Land Survey of Japan, the average floor space of 72% of the

private rental-housing stock was less than 50 m2, and only 99o was larger than 70 m2. 2

   Why is the average floor space of Japanese rental dwellings so small? There may be three

mechanisms at work. First, there may be a tenure selection toward households that prefer

smaller units. It should be noted, however, 54.5% of tenants who live in the private rental

housing are dissatisfied with the fioor size of their dwellings (1993 Housing Demand Survey

of Japan, Minster of Construction). Second, tenure choice may be a function of income;

since income has increased with high economic growth, many households have moved into

ownership. This explanation is very close to the first point, and essentially claims that rental

housing is an inferior good. Average floor space for owner-occupied housing is generally

larger than that of rental housing in many countries (see, for example, Kanemoto, 1997;

Yamazaki, 1999). In Japan, however, the average floor space of rental housing relative to

that of owner-occupied housing is much smaller than that of other countries.3 It is thus

particularly important to consider a third explanation: that the JTPL depressed unit size

below what tenants would have chosen in the absence of this legislation,

   Iwata (1976) was the first to claim that the above features of the rental-housing market in

postwar Japan were caused by the 1941 amendment of the JTPL, which strengthened tenure

  'This chapter is a revised version of Iwata (2002a).
  2See Kanemoto (1997) for more detail about rental-housing conditions in Japan.
  3The ratio of the average floor space of rental housing to that of owner-occupied housing is O.69 in USA,
O.86 in UK, O.61 in Germany and O.67 in I"rance, respectively, whereas that is only O.37 in Japan (1996 White
Paper of Construction). However, note that the definitions of fioor space are different across countries. See
Kanemoto (1997) about this problem.

                                      7



8 CHAPTER I. FLOOR SIZE OF RENTAL HOUSING
security.4 Two important consequences of the JTPL revision are:

(i) It is almost impossible for landlords to refuse renewal of a tenancy contract that expires,

     if the tenant wants to continue it.

   In order for the landlord to terminate a contract despite the tenant's desire for renewal,

he or she must go to court and prove just cause. Hence, this regulation is called "v'ust-cause

eviction control." However, what constitutes a just cause is not shown clearly in the JTPL.

Even when a just cause has been acknowledged by the courts, judicial precedents since the

1960s have required compensation from the landlord to the tenant for involuntarily vacating

the dwelling.

   IFurthermore, to prevent eviction by rent increases, judicial precedents from tenancy suits

have established the following:

(ii) The rent for an incumbent tenant, called here S`contract-renewal rent," is not permitted

     to exceed the rent, called "market rent," of comparable newly rented units,

   Initial rents are determined freely in the rental-housing market, but rent increases there-

after must go through the courts ifthe tenant does not accept the increases. Contract-renewal

rents approved by the courts were lower than comparable market rents from the 1950s until

the 1990s, when market rents increased markedly. The regulatory effect of this judicial prece-

dent is called "contract-renewal rent control." The purpose of this rent control is to protect

tenants from eviction by economic pressure, 5

   Iwata (1976) argues that these two types ofcontrols discourage the supply ofrental housing

and raise initial rents, ultimately reducing tenant welfare, Some economists such as Hatta

  4The amendment was intended to protect tenants from arbitrary eviction by solving landlord-tenant disputes
arising from the extreme shortage of housing stock during World War II.
  5The JTPL has similar properties of "tenancy rent control" referred by Basu and Emerson (2000) and
Raess and von Ungern-Sternberg (2002). They argue that tenancy rent control allows landlords to choose a
nominal rent freely when taking on a new tenant, but p!aces restrictions on raising the rent of, or evicting,
an existing tenant. The JTPL has also similar properties of "the regulated tenure model" referred by Hubert
(1991), He argues that regulated tenure model includes next two features: 1. Tenure laws provide the tenant
with considerable security of tenure. 2. While there are little or no restrictions on the initial rent, the rent
updating during the term is regulated.



(l996) and Yamazaki (1995) favor this argument. However, they consider the effects of the

JTPL only on the supply side, not on the demand side. Hence, they cannot prove that, other

things being equal, the JTPL reduces the equilibrium quantity of rental housing,

   Germany has a more formal, but less strict, rent and eviction control than Japan.6 In

                                                        '
analyzing the effects of the German Tenant Protection Law (GTPL) on its rental-housing

market, Eekhoff (1981) shows that given both perfectly anticipated length of tenure and

perfect capital markets, the quantity (and the quality) of rental housing is unaffected by

the GTPL, because the law only changes the timing of the rent streams, not their present

discounted value. Consequently, its effect on the housing market is neutral.

   Eekhoff (1981) also points out that the neutrality is not valid if tenure length is uncertain.

He shows that the risk-averse landlord will charge a premium for the uncertainty of tenure

!ength, with the result that initial rent will be higher than that in the neutrality case, thereby

reducing tenant utility.7 Under the JTPL, a landlord must go to court and prove "just cause"

to evict the tenant when the contract expires, as long as the tenant wants to renew the

contract, as we have mentioned above in (i). Therefore, it is important for landlords to know

whether or not prospective tenants will want to renew their contracts. Seshimo (1998) proves

that the JTPL reduces the size of the rental-housing market under asymmetric information on

tenure length between tenants and landlords, assuming that tenants only choose whether or

not to rent housing, but do not change quantities demanded as the rent changes, Furthermore,

                                      Nboth tenants and landlords are assumed to be risk-neutral.8 Considering the above features

of the rental-housing market in postwar Japan, this paper examines the impacts of the JTPL

on the floor space per rental-housing unit, the size of the rental-housing market, and tenants'

welfare levels, by focusing on the effects of asymmetric information on tenure length between

tenants and landlords, and using a more general framework than that of Seshimo (1998).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 formulates the rental-housing market model

  6See B6ursh-Supan (1986), Eckart (1984), Eekhoff (1981), Homburg (1993), Hubert (1991, 1995), and
Schwager (1994) for details of rental-housing market regulation in Germany.
  7Eckart (1984) analyzes the effects of the rent control part of the GTPL on tenants' utilities under an
imperfect capital market.
  8B6ursh-Supan (1986), Homburg (1993), and Hubert (1995) analyze the effects of the GTPL, and Miron
(1990) analyzes the effects of the Tenant Protection Law in Canada, considering the existence of asymmetric
information between landlords and tenants. These papers, however, pay attention to asymmetric information
on tenant quality, not to that on tenure length.



10 CHAPTER I. FLOOR SIZE OF RENTAL HOUSING
in the absence and presence of the JTPL, respectively, under the assumption that there is

no asymmetric information on tenure length between tenants and landlords. Section 1.3

introduces asymmetry of information between tenants and landlords. Section 1.3.1 considers

the effects of asymmetric information on the rental-housing market with and without the

JTPL, and its welfare effects on tenants. In this section, we assume that Iandlords are risk-

neutral. While Section 1.3.4 analyzes the case where landlords are risk-averse. Section 1.4

provides some concluding remarks.

1.2 TheSymmetricInformationModel

1.2.1 One Type Tenants Case

Model of the Rental-Housing Market without the JTPL

We formulate a rental-housing market model that describes the economy with or without the

JTPL. To focus on the information problem about intended tenure length between landlords

and tenants, we assume that the tenure length of all tenants is determined outside of our

model.9

   Consider a two-period partial equilibrium model. There are T tenants and L landlords.

Tenants and landlords are both price-takers. We also assume that the capital market is perfect

and the discount rate for the tenant and the landlord is O.

   First we assume that there are only one type of tenants in the market. We introduce two

types of tenants in Section 1,2.2. The tenant in this section desires to renew the contract at

the beginning or period 2. We call this type of tenants `type-c (contract-renewal type).'

Demand for Rental Housing Assume that all tenants have the same two-period income

y (y is given), and consume housing in each period and a composite good. The budget

constraint is given by y = rlh2 +r,2hZ +z, where r,i and rZ are the rent that he or she faces in

period 1 and the expected rent in period 2, respectively, ht (t = 1,2) is the floor size of rental

housing in period t, and z is the sum of the two-period consumptions on the composite good.

  9We assume that the tenant types are given. Basu and Emerson (2000) relax this assumption and find that
tenancy rent control reduces tenant mobility. Empirical studies also obtain this result. See Ault, Jackson, and
Saba (1994), Gyourko and Linneman (1989), Linneman (1987), Munch and Svarer (2002), and Nagy (1995,
1997). Moreover, Hardman and Ioannides (1999) theoretically show that low rates of residential mobility due
to rent control make labor markets less eMcient, thereby dampening economic growth.
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   Each tenant maximizes his or her utility under this budget constraint. The utility function

has a following form:

                               Uc = uc(h:, hZ, zc).

Since type-c consumes the same fioor space for two periods by renewing the contract, hl ==

hZ =- h,. Therefore, his or her objective function becomes U, = u(hc,zc), where sOnf#. > O,

{tliZIfLh" < O, :as fU. > O, lblkts." < O. The utility maximization problem of type-c can be written as

                           ve.eeX Uc= u(hc,zc) (1.1)
                        subj ect to y = (r.i + r.2)h, + z,,

   Let Rc denote the expected va!ue of two period rent for type-c. Then R, is defined as

                                 R,!r,i +r,2. (1.2)

Solving the above problem (1.1), we obtain the following type-c demand functions:

                                     A                                hc=hc(Rc,Y), (1•3)

                                 Zc=Zc(Rc,Y)• (1•4)

Supply of Rental Housing Let us now consider the behavior of landlords. All landlords

are identical and choose the total floor space at the beginning of period 1 so as to maximize

their expected two-period profits, The total floor space in period 2 is fixed at the Ievels chosen

in the first period. Therefore, if we write the chosen floor space as hs, the cost of hs is given

by g(hs), where g'(hs) > O and g"(hs) > O for all hs. We assume that the maintenance cost

is zero in period 2, Note that hs is the total fioor space, but not the floor space for one unit

of rental housing. That is, hs can be divided continuously.

   Since there is only one type in this section, it is plausible that we assume the following:

Assumption 1 (Symmetric Information) All landlords know the type of any prospective

tenant.

   Assumption 1 means that all landlords know the any tenant desires to renew the contract

at the beginning of period 2. Therefore, the profit maximization problem of a landlord tenants
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becomes

                            maxn =R,h, -g(h,), (1.5)
                             hs

where subscript s refers to the supply side of floor space.

   The supply function can be written as

                                hs=hs(Rc)• (1•6)

Market Equilibrium without the JTPL The market clearing conditions in periods 1

and 2 can be written as

                               Lhs = Th2,

                               Lh, = ThZ.

Because h2 = h2 i hc, these equations imply that

                                  r2-rZ• (i.7)

We also write the market clearing conditions in two-period as

                                 Lhs == Thc• (1•8)

Benchmark One Type Model Then the six-equation model consisting of (1.2), (1.3),

(1.4), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8), contains 6 variables, hc, z., hs, rl, r.2 and R., This completes

the description of the model without the JTPL, We call this model the Benchmark One 7Ztpe

Model (BOT ModeL)

The Effects of the JTPL

We now consider the effects of the JTPL. The JTPL regulates the contract-renewal rent in

period 2 as shown in (ii) of Section 1.1, It may be more precisely stated as follows:

Assumption 2 (Just-Cause Eviction Control) If a tenant wants to renew the contract

for period 2, the landlord cannot refuse the renewal,

Assumption 3 (Contract-Renewal Rent Control) The contract-renewal rent Tg in pe-

riod 2 is regutated at a level satisfying
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                                     rZ<r2• (1.7')

   From Assumptions 2 and 3, landlords must renew the contract with r.2 that is lower than

first period rent. iO

   The economy under the JTPL can be described by a generalized version of the BOT

Model. Note that both (1.7) and (1.7') are contained in

                                    rZ-on2, (k7")

where O < cM S 1.ii The parameter a measures the degree of tenant protection of JTPL.

   When a = 1, (1.7") degenerates into (1.7). If O < a < 1, on the other hand, (1.7") is

consistent with (1.7'), Thus, the BOT Model with (1,7) replaced by (1.7") can describe the

rental--housing market with or without the JTPL. We ca!l this the Symmetric Information of

One 7letpe Model (SIOT Model). .
   We will now analyze the effect of the introduction of the JTPL by examining the effects

of a change in a in the SIOT Model.

   Core Model of SIOT Model To do this end, we can show that the SIOT Model could

solve more simple as in the next two step, First, the four-equation model consisting of (1.3),

(1.4), (1,6) and (1,8), contQins 4 variables, hc, z, h, and Rc. We call this model the Core

Model of the SIOT Model,

   Neutrality of the JTPL Core Model of the SIOT Model determines all the variables

ofthe BOT Model expect for r3 and rZ, Second, once R, is found in the Core Model of the

                       'SIOT Model, however, r,i and r,2 can be also found from Eqs, (1.2) and (1.7").

   Therefore, the SIOT Model is obtained by adding the two equations (1.2) and (1,7") of

the Core Model of the SIOT Model.
                                                                '
  iOIf there is inflation in the economy, as Basu and Emerson model (2000), the ceiling on the contract-renewal

rent seems a binding constraint, However, there is no inflation in our model (See Eq. (1.7)), we assume as
Assumption 3 to analyze the effects of the JTPL, Therefore, if there is deflation in the economy, the ceiling on

the contract-renewal rent has no effect on the rental-housing market.
  iiLandlords may discount the contract-renewal rent voluntarily to induce current tenants who have shown
themselves to be desirous of remaining in the units. However, we neglect this voluntary tenure discount. See
B6ursh-Supan (1986), Goodman and Kawai (1985), Guasch and Marshall (1987), Hubert (1995), and Miceli
and Sirmans (1999) for tenure discount issues.
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   Since the Core Model of the SIOT Model does not contain Eqs. (1.2) and (1.7"), the

variables of the Core Model of the SIOT Model are determined independently of a. Hence

we obtain the following:

Proposition 1 (Neutrality of the JTPL 1) In the Symmetric Information and One 7Ltpe

Model, JTPL enforcement has no effect on the expected value of the two-period rents. Hence

it does not affect the size of the rental-housing market, the quantity of housing rented by each

tenant, and his or her utility.

   Proposition 1 implies that under symmetric information on intended tenure length, the

JTPL has no impact on the size of the rental-housing market. The JTPL raises the initial

rent for type-c tenants just enough to offset a fall in the contract-renewal rent such that the

expected value of two-period rents is kept constant. Therefore, the budget constraint does not

affect by the JTPL. Conseqtiently the JTPL has no impact on the fioor space of the housing

rented by each tenant. This is consistent with the argument of Eekhoff (1981) and Kanemoto

(1996) under perfect capital market conditions.i2

1.2.2 Two Types Tenants Case

Model of the Rental-Housing Market without the JTPL

We now introduce two types of tenants into the model. At the beginning of the second period,

the first type renews the contract similar!y to previous section, and the second type vacates

  i20tani (1997) shows that the neutrality of the JTPL is an example of what is known as the Coase theorem,

However, we think that proposition 1 is not an example of the Coase theorem, To show this, let see the
definition of the Coase theorem.
  First, Mankiw (2001) defines the Coase theorem as follows:

     The proposition that if private parties can bargain without cost over the allocation of resources,
     they can solve the problem of externalities on their own.

 In fact, there are no externalities in our model.
 Second, Milgrom and Robert (1992) defines the Coase theorem as follows:

     If the parties bargain to an eMcient agreement (for themselves) and if their preferences display
     no wealth effects, then the value-creating activities that they will agree upon do not depend on
     the bargaining power of the parties or on what assets each owned when the bargaining began.

 The Coase theorem is not valid ifthere are wealth (income) effects. Kuga (2000) mentions that the neutrality
of the JTPL is valid only if the preferences are quasai-linear. However, we do not assume the quasai-linear
utility function to obtain proposition 1.
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his or her housing to move to other housing. We call the latter `type-m (non contract-renewal

and moving type).' All tenants know for certain which type they are, There are M type-m

tenants and N type-c tenants, where M + N == T.

Demand for Rental Housing Assume that type-m also have the same two-period income

y, and consume housing in each period and a composite good. The budget constraint of type-

m is given by y = rinhh + rkhk +z.

   For simplicity, we assume that the utility function of all tenants has a simple additive

form:

                            Ui =ui (h,i• )+ ui (h?•)+'z, (1.9)

where u:•(h:•) > O, u;•'(h:•) <O for all hl• (i =m,c).

   The utility maximization problem of type-m can be rewritten as

                         max U. = u.(hh)+u.(hk)+z (1.10)
                        hh,h%,i
                     subject to y = rh hh + rk hk + z•

Solving the above problem (1.10), we obtain the following t-th period, type-m demand func-

tion:

                                 hh -ii;.r (rin), (1.11)

                                 hk-hA. (rk). (i.11')

                                    AThese two functions have the same form hm(•) because the utility function is two-period

separable, time-additive, and time-invariant.

   We now consider the behavior of type-c. Considering Eq. (1.9), maximization problem

(1.1) can be rewritten as

                             max Uc =2uc(hc)+z (1.1')
                              hc,z

                         subject to y = (r2•+ rZ)hc + z•

Solving the above problem (1.1'), we obtain the following type-c demand function:

                                 hc=hc(Rc)• (1•3')
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                                                                          '
Supply of Rental Housing Let us now consider the behavior of landlords, The setting

for landlords' behavior is the same as in Section 1.2.1.

   First suppose that there is no asymmetry of information between the Iandlord and the

tenant. That is Assumption 1 is valid in this sectiqn.

   Under Assumption 1 landlords can rent their dwellings only to a specific type of tenant.

Therefore, the profit maximization problem of a landlord who rents his or her dwellings only

to type-i tenants becomes

                            max ni =Rihsi-g(hsi), (1.5')
                             hsi

where subscript si refers to the supply to type-i tenants, Furthermore Rm denote the expected

value of two period rent for type-m, and is defined as

                                R.Erh+rk. (1.12)

   The supply function may be written as

                                 hsi=hs(Ri)• (1•6')

The profit function can be written as

                                  fii=n(Ri). (1.13)

This function is increasing with respect to Ri.

   Competition requires that

                              ll(Rrn)= "(Rc)E"• (1.14)

   This result, Eq. (1.13), and the fact that the profit function is increasing with respect to

arguments, yield

                                RTri=Rc =' R• (1.15)

Thus, R is the common expected value of two-period rents for type-m and type-c. This

implies that, at equilibrium, landlords must have the same return whether they let the rental

housing to type-m or type-c tenants. From (1.2), (1.12) and (1.15) we have

                                 R= r,'• +r,2•, (1.16)
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   Substituting (1.16) for Ri into the two equations of (1.14), we find that hsm = hsc E hs.

Therefore, the supply function hs(•) may be rewritten as

                                  hs=hs(R)• (1•6")

   We note in passing that from (1,16), Eq. (1.3') can be rewritten as

                                  hc =hc(R)• (1•3")

Market Equilibrium The market clearing conditions in periods 1 and 2 can be written as

                              Lhs == Mhin+Nhc, (1•17)

                              Lhs == Mhk+Nhc• (L17')

These imply that

                                hh= hkeh.. (1.18)
This equation means that type:m consumes the same fioor space in the term periods.

   In view of (1.18), Eqs. (1.17) and (1.17') can be written as

                              Lhs=Mhm+Nhc• (1•19)

The Benchmark Two Types Model We now have to introduce a mechanism that de-

termines r.i and r,2. To this end we assume the following: '

Assumption 4 (Ereedom of Contract-renewal) Landlords who contract with type-c ten-

ants in the .first period can refuse a reguest for the renewal of the contract in the second period,

and evict the tenants. Type-c tenants can also leave the contract if the rent is unsatisfactory.

   This implies that landlords who contract with type-c tenants in the first period will not

accept r2 < rk. Neither will the tenant of type-c accept r,2 > rk. The rent for the second

period, therefore, must be equal for type-m and type-c, and we have

                                   r.2 =rk. (1.2o)
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   Then the 10-equation model consisting of (1.11), (1.11'), (1.3"), (1.6"), the two equations

of (1,16), the two equations of (1.18), Eqs. (1.19) and (1.20), contains 10 variables, hh, hZ,,

hm, hc, h,, rh, rk, rl, r,2 and R. We call this model the Benchmark Two tTLtpes Model (BTT

Model). This model describes the economy where freedom of contract renewal is allowed in

the second period for the type-c tenants.

The Effects of the JTPL
                                          '
We now consider the effects of the JTPL. Hence, we again assume Assumptions 2 and 3 but

do not assume Assumption 4. Because it must be exist the market rent in period 2 (rk), Eq,

(1.7') in Assumption 3 changes as follows:

                                     r2<rk. (1.2o')

   The reason that a landlord renews the contract even though r,2 is lower than rk is that

from Assumption 2 the landlord does not have the option of letting the housing to type-m

tenants.

   The economy under the JTPL can be described by a generalized version of the BTT

Model. The reason is the same as previous sectjon. Both (1.20) and (1.20') are contained in

                                    r.2 --- ark, (1.20")

Therefore, the BTT Model with (1.20) replaced by (1.20") can describe the rental-housing

market with or without the JTPL.i3 We call this the Symmetric Information and Two Types

Model (SITT Model).

   We will now analyze the effect of the introduction of the JTPL by examining the effects

of a change in a in the SITT Model.

The Core Model of the SITT Model To this end we first simplify the SITT Model.

Substituting Eqs. (1.11), (1.3") and (1.6") into Eq. (1,17) and Eqs. (1.11'), (1.3') and (1.6")

  i30ur model can be applied to the case where the landlord gives compensation to the tenant and he or she
moves to other housing. Suppose such compensation is a constant fraction of the market rent in the second
period, i.e., prk (O < p S 1). Accordingly, the tenant required to vacate despite a desire to renew the contract
in the second period has a net payment per unit of housing of (rk - prk), which is lower than the market
rent in the second period. Suppose that (1 - p) = a. Then the effects of the compensation equal those of the
decrease in the contract-renewal rent.
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into Eq. (1.17'), we have •

                               AA                               h.(r-) = hm(rk)•

Since the t-th period type-m demand function is decreasing in rent, we obtain at the equilib-

rium

                                rin=rk=r.. (1.21)

From Eqs. (1.16) and (1.21) we have

                                   R= 2r.. (1,16')
Equations (1.11), (1.11'), (1.18) and (1.21) imply that

                                      A                                 hm = hm (rm)•

This and (1.16') imply that, at equilibrium, the demand of type-m must satisfy

                                 hm=hm(R)• (1•22)
            '
This is a reduced-form demand function that holds only at the equilibrium; for simplicity we

will call it a type-m demand function.

   From the four equations (1.3"), (1.6"), (1.19) and (1.22), we can find the values of h.,

hc, hm and R. Since (1.16') and (1.21) imply that

                                rin=rk=iR• (1.23)

the values of rh and rk can also be found from R.

   We call the eight-equation model consisting of (!,3"), (1.6"), the two equations of (1.18),

(1.19), (1.22) and the two equations of(1.23), the Core Model ofthe SITT Model. It contains

eight variables: hh, h%, h., h,, h,, rh, rk and R.

Neutrality of the JTPL Thus, the Core Model of the SITT Model determines all the

variables of the BTT Model except for r: and rZ. Once R is found in the Core Model of the

SITT Model, however, r,i and r,2 can also be found from

                             21.rl=ir2 --' iR• (i.24)

which follows from (1.16), (1.20") and (1.23).
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   Therefore, the SITT Model is obtained by adding the two equations of (1.24) to the Core

Model of the SITT Model, In other words, the SITT Model can be decomposed into the Core

Model of the SITT Model and the two equations of (1.24).

   Since the Core Model of the SITT Model does not contain the two equations of (1.24), the

variables of the Core Model of the SITT Model are determined independently of a. Hence

we obtain the following:

Proposition 2 (Neutrality of the JTPL 2) In the Symmetric Information and Two Types

Model, JTPL enforcement has no effect on the expected value of the two-period rents. Hence

it does not affect the size of the rental-housing market, the guantity of housing rented by eaeh

tenant, and his or her utility.

   Proposition 2 is a more general version of Proposition 1. That is, under symmetric infor-

mation on intended tenure length, the JTPL has no impact on both the size of the rental-

housing market and the floor space of the housing rented by each tenant.

   From (1.24) it is clear that a affects only r,i and r.2 in the SITT Model. Note that at the

equilibrium of the BTT Model we have

                             12 12                            rm = rm = rc = rc1

which can be found by (1,23) and by letting a = 1 in (1.24).

1.3 TheAsymmetricInformationModel

1.3.1 Risk-Neutral Landlords Case

Model ofthe Rental-Housing Market without the JTPL

Still keeping two types tenant, let we now consider the case of asymmetric information on

tenure length between tenants and landlords without the JTPL. Therefore, we assume As-

sumption 4 but do not assume Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 in this section. We replace Assumption

1 by the following:
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Assumption 5 (Asymmetric Information) Landlords cannot tell the difference between

type-m and type-c tenants, bttt they do know that with probability p a tenant is tgpe-m, and

with probability (1 -p) a tenant is type-c.

   In the absence of the JTPL, the landlords who contracted with type-c tenants in period 1

can evict them at the end of period 1, if they are not willing to pay the market rent in period

2 as shown in Assumption 4. Hence, (1.20) must hold in this section, In period 1, landlords

let the rental housing both to type-m and type-c at the same rent, because they cannot tell

the difference between tenants.i4 Accordingly, we have

                                     rg =rin. (1.25)

IJhom (1.20) and (1.25), (1.15) must hold. Therefore, the 10 equations (1.11), (1.11'), (1.3"),

(1.6"), the two equations of (1.16), the two equations of (1.18), Eqs. (1.19) and (1.20) consist

the model. This model is exactly the same as the BTT Model. That is, the equilibrium

conditions of the BTT Model do not depend on whether information on intended tenure

length between landlords and tenants is symmetric or not.i5 We summarize this as the

following proposition:

Proposition 3 Asymmetric information on intended tenure length has no effects on the

rentat-housing market, if the JTPL does not exist.

   Information about intended tenure length, however, becomes important for landlords if

the JTPL exists. We will prove this in the following sections.

The Effects of the JTPL

We now introduce the JTPL into the economy with asymmetric information on tenure length

                                                                         'between tenants and landlords. Hence, we again assume Assumptions 2 and 3.

 i4We do not collsider the case in which landlords offer two contracts, one for each type, and the self-
selection constraints are satisfied. Yamazaki (1999) provides a model in which !andlords try to determine the
difference of tenure length among tenants by supplying rental housing with different rent and floor size, under
the assumption that the tenant's utility from the fioor size of housing depends on tenure length. However,
the type (tenure length) of tenant and their preference of floor size do not correlate in our model, and it is
impossible for landlords to offer the contract described by Yamazaki (1999). We prove this in Chapter 2,
 i5Basu and Emerson (2000) show that if a landlord and a tenant can sign on any rental and eviction contract,

such as writing a departure-date contingent contract (or putting in a rent-escalation clause), landlords can get

axound the asymmetric information problem.
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   In the first period, landlords let the rental housing both to type-m and type-c tenants at

the same rent in the first period for the same reason as stated in Section 1.3.1. In the SITT

Model with the JTPL (a # 1), the firs't-period rent of type-c is not equal to that of type-m.

This is a significant difference between Section 1.2.2 and this section. The expected contract-

renewal rent can be written as (1.20") for the same reason as Section 1.2.2. Accordingly, Rrn

and R, cannot be written as (1.15). Flirom (1.12) and (1.21), R,. can be written as

                               R.,= 2rin= 2rk. ' (1.12')

Then we can rewrite (1.22) as the following:

                                 hm=hm(Rm)• (1•22')

   We now consider the supply side. Under Assumption 5, profit of a landlord becomes

                                                                '
                              nm = Rmhs - 9(hs)

with probability p, and becomes

                               nc = Rchs ' 9(hs)

with probability (1 - p). That is, landlords face unexpected changes in their profits under

asymmetry of information on tenure length. In this section, we assume the following:

Assumption 6 (Risk Neutrality)- All landlords are risk-neutral.

   The risk-neutral landlord chooses hs at the beginning of the first period so as to maximize

                                                               t
expected profit. Thus, the profit maximization problem for a landlord can be written as

                             max p"m + (1 -p)llc•
                              hs

We rewrite this as

                               mha.x Rshs-g(hs) (i.s")

where

                             Rs EPRrn +(1 -P) Rc• (1.26)

Eq. (1.26) shows that the expected value of two-period rents for landlords is equal to the

average of Rm and Rc weighted by the proportion of type-m and type-c tenants, Thus, to
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                                  '
mitigate the disadvantage of the adverse selection problem, landlords offer rent based upon

the average tenure duration that they expect.i6 IFlrrom (1.6"), the solution of (1.5") is

                                                        '                                hs == hs(Rs)• (1•6"')

   "ie call the twelve-equation model consisting of (1.2), (1.3'), (1.6"'), the two equations

of (1.18), the two equations of (1.12'), Eqs. (1.19), (1.20'), (1.22'), (1.25), and (1.26) the

Asymmetric Information and Risk-Neutral Landlords Model (AIRNL Model). It contains 12

variables: hh, hk, h., h,, h,, rh, rk, rg, r,2, Rm, Re and Rs. Since the AIRNL Model

dependents on a, this model is affected by the JTPL,

   We examine the effects of the JTPL on the main variables: r, hi, Ri, and vi, where

                             r(! rin - rk - rg)

is the market rent in equilibrium from (1.12') and (1.25). Note that if the JTPL does not

exist, then a = 1. Therefore, by setting a == 1, we have the same equilibrium conditions as

BTT Model. On the other hand, the effect of JTPL enforcement may be represented by a

decrease in a from 1. By totally differentiating the market equilibrium conditions, we obtain

the following proposition:

                                                         'Proposition 4 ln the Asymmetric Information and Risk-Neutral Landlords Model, JTPL

enforcement yields the following result:

                    '
 (i) The market rent rises.

                                    dr
                                    -- <o                                    da

 (ii) The expected value of two-period rents for type-m tenants rises while that for type-c

    tenants falls,

                               dRm                                        dRc
                                           > o.                                    < o,
                                        da                                da

(iii) The equilibrium housing consumption of type-m tenants decreases while that of type-c

    tenants increases.

                                       dhc                                dhm
                                           < o.                                    > o,
                                        da                                da
 i6This is similar to Basu and Emerson (2000) and Seshimo (1998).
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 (iv) The utility of type-m tenants decreases white that of type-c tenants increases.

                                dUm                                        dUc
                                    < o,                                            > o.
                                 da                                        dcr

   Proof. See Appendix A.1,1. -

   We also have the following lemma for the equilibrium quantity of rental housing H ! Lhs:

Lemma 1 The direction of change in the equilibrium quantity of rentat housing H is as

follows:

    dH       = sign [ui;',(h.) - uZ(hc)]•sign
    dor

(1.27)

   Proof. See Appendix A.1.2. -

   Since a decrease in a entails an increase in the housing consumption of type-c and a

decrease in the housing consumption of type-m (Proposition 3 (iii)), the impact on the equi-

librium quantity of rental housing is indeterminate.

   Lemma 1 implies that the direction of change in the size of rental-housing market depends

on the difference between the second derivative of the utility function of type-m and that of

type-c. In our model, the second derivative of the utility function is the slope of the demand

function. Therefore, the direction of change in the size of rental-housing market only depends

on demand side.

   Suppose uh' (hm) = uZ(hc) for any h. Then, the neutrality of the JTPL is satisfied in the

sense that it does not affect the size ofthe rental-housing market. However, the utility of

type-m tenants decreases because the quantity of rental housing that they demand decreases,

while that of type-c tenants increases because the quantity of rental housing that they demand

increases. This implies that JTPL enforcement leads to income redistribution from type-m

to type-c,i7 even in the case where the size of the rental-housing market does not change.

   If uh' (h.) > u','(h.), the size of the rental-housing market decreases due to JTPL enforce-

ment.

 i7Basu and Emerson (2000) also shows that tenancy rent control is simply a transfer from the short-term
tenant to the long-term tenant. Therefore, the conflict of interest is not between landlords and tenants but
between tenants of one type and another.
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   However, if uh' (hm) < uZ(h,), the size of the rental-housing market increases due to JTPL

enforcement, This is because the increase in the total demand of type-c is larger than the

decrease in that of type-m, Suppose u.(h.) = u,(h,) = u(h). Then, it is more likely that

uh' (hm) < uZ(hc), since hm < hc in equilibrium.i8 Hence, the JTPL enforcement is more

likely to increase the size of the rental-housing market if the utility functions are not very

different between type-m and type-c.i9

   We will examine in the next section whether their argument is valid in the case where

landlords are risk-averse,

1.3.2 Risk-Averse Landlords Case

We now examine how the conclusions in Section 3.2 change if landlords are risk-averse. There-

fore, we replace Assumption 6 with the fellowing:

                                              '
Assumption 7 (Risk Averter) All landlords are risk-averse.

   The risk-averse landlord is supposed to maximize expected utility as follows:

                          max pip(ll.)+(1-p)th(ll.), (1.28)
                           hs
                                       '
where ip(•) is a von Neumann-Morgenstern (vN-M) expected utility function such that th'(•) >

O and V"(•) < O.

   By solving this maximization problem (1.28), we obtain the following supply function:

                                      A                                 hs =hs (Rs)• (1•6"")

                                      AThe supply function of risk-averse landlords h,(•) is different from that of risk-neutral land-

Iords h,(•). Furthermore, R, in (1.26) can be written as

                            pth'(II.)R. + (1 - p)ip'(nc)Rc                       Rs= , (1.26')                                        a
 i8For example, assume that the utility function of all tenants is represented by u = he where O < e < 1.

Then, since u"(h) increases ashincreases, u'.' (h.)<uL'(hc), '
 i9The size of the rental-housing market always decreases in Seshimo (1998), which employs the same as-
sumptions of asymmetric information on tenure length and landlord's risk neutrality as used here, but which
adds the assumption that tenants choose to rent only a constant unit.
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where a is defined as

                         a E! pth'(n.) + (1 -p)th'(n,).

   All of the equilibrium conditions in this section correspond to that in AIRNL Model expect

that we replace (1.6"') by (1.6"") and (1.26) by (1.26'). Hence, (1.2), (1.3'), (1.6""), the two

equations of (1.18), the two equations of (1,12'), Eqs. (1,19), (1.20'), (1.22'), (1.25), and

(1.26') constitute the rental-housing market model in this section. We call this model the

Asymmetric Information and Risk-Averse Landlords Model (AIRAL Model). In this model,

the above 12 equations determine the twelve unknown variables hin, hk, hm, hc, hs, rh, rk,

r2, r,2, Rm, R, and Rs for a given (tz.

   Let us assume the landlord's preference toward risk is as follows:

Assumption 8 (Decreasing Absolute Risk Aversion) Absolute risk aversion of land-

lords AR(Hi) i -ipip',' ilH,l decreases, as nz increases. Furthermore (1+a)AR(nc)-2AR(Hm)

where I[c == Rchc -g(hs) < Rmhm -g(hs) = nm for any h and for a given a because

R,(= (1 + a)r) < Rm(= 2r) in the presence of the JTPL.

   The effect of JTPL enforcement is represented by a decrease in a from 1. By totally

                   Jdifferentiating the market equilibrium conditions, we obtain the following proposition:

Proposition 5 In the Asymmetric Information and Risk-Averse Landlords Model, JTPL

enforcement causes the following changes:

 (i) The market rent rises.

                                    dr
                                    -<o                                    da

 (ii) The expected value of two-period rents for type-m tenants rises while that for type-c

    tenants is indeterminate.

                                        dRc >                                dRm
                                da <O' da ?O'

(iii) The equilibrium housing consumption of type-m tenants decreases while the direction of

    the change in the housing consumption of type-c tenants is indeterminate.

                                        dhc <                                dhm
                                 da > O' da S O'
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 (iv) The utility of type-m tenants decreases while the change in that of type-c tenants is

     indeterminate.

                                dUm                                        dUc                                           ) o.                                    < o,                                           <                                        da                                da

   Proof. See Appendix A.1.3. -

   There is a big difference between the effects of the JTPL on the demand of type-c tenants

in the risk-neutral case and those in the risk-averse case.

   The expected value of two-period rents for type-c tenants always decreases in the risk-

neutral case due to JTPL enforcement, while the direction of its change is indeterminate in

the risk-averse case. If the expected value of two-period rents for type-c increases in the risk-

averse case due to JTPL enforcement, the housing consumption of type-c tenants decreases

in equilibrium.

   We also have the following lemma for equilibrium quantity of rental housing:

               '
Lemma 2 The direction of change in the equilibrium guantity of rental housing H can be

written as

                         dH                      sign d. =sign [x(•)uin' (hm)-u2'(h,)], (1.29)

where x(•) is defined as

                           aip'(II.) - (1 - p)fAR(IIm)
                     X(•)=-                                                  <1. (L30)                             acb'(n,) +pfAR(fic) '

 f in (1.30) is deflned as

                         f =- (1 - a)th'(ll,)th'(n.)rh,.

   Proof. See Appendix A.1.4, -

   Risk-averse landlords try to avert risk resulting from the unexpected changes in profits

and decrease their supply more than risk-neutral landlords, with the result that the market

size decreases more in the case of risk-averse landlords than of risk-neutral landlords. Hence,

the expected value of two-period rents for type-c may increase in the risk-averse case.

   Erom (1.29), the direction of the change in the total quantity of rental housing supplied

in equilibrium depends on the utility functions of landlords and tenants. If the sign of (1.29)
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is positive, total quantity H decreases due to JTPL enforcement. This necessary condition

for reduction of the size of the rental-housing market due to JTPL enforcement can always

hold if the degree of risk aversion of landlords is suMciently high. Therefore we obtain the

following main lemma in this paper:

Lemma 3 ij the degree of risk aversion of landlords is su:fficiently high, the following condi-

tion (1.31) is satisfied:

                                     u'c' (hc)
                               X(')<uh' (h.) ' . (1'31)

ij (1.31) is satisfied, the siie of the rental-housing market decreases due to JTPL enforcement.

   Proof. See Appendix A.1.5. -

   On the one hand, the left-hand side of (1.31) represents the factors on the supply side that

depend on landlords' utilities and their degree of risk aversion. On the other hand, its right-

hand side represents the factors on the demand side that depend on the ratio of second-order

derivatives of type-c and type-m utility functions.

   From (1.27), in the risk-neutral case, the necessary condition for JTPL enforcement to

reduce the size of the rental•-housing market is as follows:

                                    u',' (hc)
                                1< u;;',(h.)' , (1•32)

Since x(•) is less than one as shown in (1.30), a comparison of (1.31) with (1.32) leads to

the conclusion that JTPL enforcement is more likely to reduce the size of the rental-housing

market in the risk-averse case than in the risk-neutral case. As the degree of risk aversion of

landlords increases, x(•) decreases as shown in Appendix A.1.5. Hence, if the degree of risk

aversion of landlords is suMciently high, JTPL enforcement reduces the size of the rental-

housing market. Moreover, under those circumstances, JTPL enforcement also raises the

                                                   'expected value oftwo-period rents for type-c, thereby decreasing the housing consumption of

type-e in equilibrium. In this case, JTPL enforcement reduces not only the utility of type-m

but also that of type-c, the group that the JTPL is presumably intended to protect against

arbitrary eviction,
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1.4 ConcludingRemarks

This chapter examines the effects of the Japanese Tenant Protection Law (JTPL) on the

rental-housing market by focusing on asymmetric information on tenure length between ten-

ants and landlords. Our conclusions in this chapter are summarized as follows:

(I) In the Symmetric Information Model, the effects of the JTPL on the rental-housing

     market are neutral,

                                       '(II) In the Asymmetric Information and Risk-Neutral Landlords Model, the JTPL reduces
    '
     the equilibrium demand of tenants with short tenure length, thereby reducing their

     utility. On the other hand, the JTPL increases the demand of tenants with long tenure

     length, thereby raising their utility.

     The effect of the JTPL on the size of the rental-housing market depends on the utility

     functions of tenants. If their utility functions are not very different, the JTPL is more

     likely to increase the size of the renta!-housing market. In this case, JTPL enforcement

     produces a large income redistribution from tenants with short tenure length to those

     with long tenure length. -
 '
(III) In the Asymmetric Information and Risk-Averse Landlords Model, the JTPL is more

     likely to decrease both the floor space per rental-housing unit and the size of the rental-

     housing market, thereby reducing all tenants' utilities. This is consistent with the fact

     that the average fioor space per rental-housing unit has decreased markedly in Japan

     since World War II.

                  '
   Since the assumptions in the Asymmetric Information and Risk-Averse Landlords Model

are the most likely to be true, the JTPL is likely to have reduced the equilibrium quantity

of rental housing, a resulting ineMciency in the Japanese rental-housing market. This paper

does not examine whether landlords are able to tell the difference of tenure length between

tenants by providing incentives to tenants. This issue is left for future research.
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Appendix
A.1.1 Proof of Proposition 3

To reduce the number of unknown variables, we rewrite the AIRNL Model of Section 1.3,1 in

the following way. First, since hm i hin = h% in equilibrium, we neglect the two equations of

(1.18). Second, given (1.12') and (1.25), we have r i rh = rft = rl. With this and (1.20"),

we can rewrite (1.12'), (1.2) and (1.26) as the following:

                                R. == 2r. (A.1.1)

                              R,=(1+or)r. (A.1.2)

                         R, :2pr+(1-p)(1+a)r. (A.1.3)

Then the unknown variables hm, hc, hs, r, Rrn, Rc and Rs constitute a partial equilibrium

of the AIRNL Model, if (1.19), (A.1.1), (A.1.2), (A.1.3) and the following conditions are

satisfied:

                             Rm=2uh(hm), (A•1•4)

                              Rc=2U',(hc), (A•1•5)

                               Rs=9'(hs), (A.1.6)

Equations (A.1.4), (A,1.5) and (A.1.6) are implicit forms of the type-m demand function,

type-c demand function and supply function, respectively. Therefore, we replace (1.22') by

(A.1.4), (1.3") by (A.1.5) and (1.6"") by (A.1.6). From (A.1.1), (A.1.2) and (A.1.3), we can

rewrlte

                               r= uh (h.), (A.1.4')

                            (1 +cM)r=2u', (h,), (A.1.5')

                        2pr+(1-p)(1ÅÄa)r=g'(h,). (A,L6')

IMrthermore, we rewrite the market clearing condition (1.19) as

                          hs=p6hm+(1'p)fihc (A•1•7)

where 6 :i•



   Total differentiation of the above equations (A.1.4'), (A,1.5'), (A.1.6') and (A.1.7) holding

p fixed yields

         '                              dr=u;;',(h.)dh., (A,1.8)

                         dr == i\Z.'(h.Cj dhc - (2i"f'(h.C)} da• ("'i'9)

                 [2p+(1-p)(1+a)]dr-g"(h,)dh, -wo -(1-p)rda (A.1.10)

and

                          dhs=p6dhm+(1'p)6dhc. (A.1.11)

   Substituting (A.1.8) into (A.1.9) to eliminate dr, and (A.1.8) and (A.1.11) into (A.1.10)

to eliminate dr and dhs, we obtain

          (Uh'S4hm)-(izpmpii"fiag,,(h,))(Eqiiiilhh.a)-(--(7ii`}>iRif/k(ahpf)).) (A.i.i2)

where the signs of the elements of the coeficient matrix on the left of (A.1.12) are as follows:

                                uh' (hm) < o,

                                 2u2'(hc)
                               '(1+a) >O,

                 A E [2p + (1 -- p)(1 + a)]uin' (h.) - pfig"(h,) < O,

                             -(1 -p)6g"(h,) < O.

The signs of the elements of the column vector on the right-hand side of (A.1.12) are as

follows:

                                 2u'.(hc)
                               - (1 + or)2 < O,

                               -(1 -p)r < O.

   Therefore, denoting the determinant of the matrix on the left-hand side of (A.1.12) by D,

and using Cramer's rule, we obtain the following:
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Proof of (ii) of Proposition 3

We have
                         ddh.m ., {I,L >o(D,>o). (A.1,13)

where Dk (k = 1, 2) is the determinant obtained from D by replacing its k-th column by the

column vector on the right-hand side of (A.1.12).

   Since the sign of D2 is

         D2= "h'fahm) :(3Åí\iS?fi}'iaBl. == (21Uf'(h.C)),p[2u;(hm)-6g"(hs)l<O,

we obtain
                             !!ttsc .. 2L' < o.
                                                               (A.1.14)
                             da D

Proof of (i) of Proposition 3

From (A.1.8) and (A.1.13), we obtain

                          il/- = ul;'t(hm) ddh.M < o.
                                                               (A.1.15)

                           'Proof of (iii) of Proposition 3

From (A.1.1), dR. == 2dr. From this and (A,1,15), we obtain

                            dRTn ,. 2IZL' < o.
                                                               (A.L16)      - da da
From (A.1.2) dR, = (1 + or)dr +rda. From this, (A.1.5') and (A.1.9), we obtain

                          ddR.c = 2uz(h,) !il/4C > o•
                                                               (A.L17)

Proof of (iv) of Proposition 3

After substituting for z using budget constraint of type-m, and noting (1.18), we have the

following type-m objective function:

                        Um == 2um(hm) +y - Rmhm•

By differentiating this function with respect to cr and using the envelope theorem and (A.1.16),

we obtain

                          dUm dRm                           da =- da hm > O'



   After substituting for z using budget constraint of type-c, we have the following type•-c

objective function: •
                         Uc = 2uc(hc) + Y - Rchc•

By differentiating this function with respect to a and using the envelope theorem and (A.1,17),

we obtain

                           dUc dRc                           da =- da hc < O'

A.1.2 Proof of Lemma 1

From (A.1.11) we obtain

                              dhm                                          dhc                       dhs                        da =Pfi da +(1-P)6-Ei6;' (A•1•18)

Substituting (A.1.13) and (A.1.14) into (A.1.18), we have

                    ddh,,s ---- 2eli.'.g)D6r[uht (h.)-ut.'(h,)]. (A.ng)

                                           '
Multiplying both sides of (A.1.19) by L and noting 6 = T, we obtain

                    !34Ii == 2Xii.P)).'r [uh' (h-) - ut'(hc)]•

A.1.3 Proof of Proposition 4

Replacing (A.1.6') by the fol}owing first-order condition (A.1.6") for the maximization prob-

lem of risk-averse !andlords, we have (1.19), (A.1.4'), (A.1.5'), and (A.1.6") for the equilibrium

conditions of the AIRAL Model of Section 1.3.2.

                  2pth'(prthm,)(r..+)(i ilp2tZl')(thT;lÅí1,)+ a)r = gt(h,). . (A.1.6")

Total differentiation of (1.19), (A.1.4'), (A.1.5'), and (A.1.6") holding p fixed yields (A.1.8),

(A.1.9), (A.1.11) and

                           Bdr+Cdh,=Eda, (A.1.10')
where

  B = 2pth'(T.) + (i -p)(i + a)th'(r,) + brhS {(i + a)AR(T,) - 2AR(T.)] > o, (A.i.2o)

                                 a
(from Assumption 8)

                                          '
     C = -ag"(h,) +pip"(T,.)[2r - g'(h,)]2 + (1 -p)lb"(T,)[(1 + a)r - g'(h,)]2 < O,
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and

             E == -(1 - p)r {ip'(T,) + ip"(T,)[(1 + a)r - g'(h,)]h,} < O,

where b on the right-hand side of (A.1.20) is defined as

                     b =- p(1 -p)(1 - a)th'(T,)aP'(T.) > O.

Substituting (A.1.8) into (A.1.9) to eliminate dr, and (A.1.8) and (A.1.11) into (A.1.10') to

eliminate dr and dhs, we obtain

               ("h'i)hm)(Ik"ii/)hapC)c)(iqljI?h,a.)-('?/lillS9i+a)) (A.i.2i)

where

                         17 = Buin' (h.) +pPC < O,

and

                             (1 - p)PC < O.

  Denote the determinant of the coefficient matrix on the left-hand side of (A.1.21) by D,

where D > O.

  By using Cramer's rule, we obtain the following:

Proof of (ii) of Proposition 4

We have
                             ddh.m=li.l;i>o (A.i.22)

where Dk (k = 1,2) is the determinant obtained from D by replacing its k-th column by the

column vector on the right-hand siae of (A.1.21).

  Since D2 g O, we obtain

                            dhc D2 <
                            'EiT.=-S-- >' O• (A.1,23)

Proof of (i) of Proposition 4

From (A.1.22) we have

                          ii/+=uh'(hm)ddh.M<O• (a24)



Proof of (iii) of Proposition 4

From (A.1.24) we have

                            d,R.m=2ii/ÅÄ.o. (A.i.24)

   Erom (A.1,23) we have

                          ddR.c =2u','(h,) fg/kic i o. • (A.i.26)

Proof of (iv) of Proposition 4

From (A,1.25) we have

                          dUm dRm                           da =- da hm > o.

   From (A.1.26) we have
                           ddUaC=-ddRaChc;O'

A.1.4 Proof of Lemma 2

Substituting (A.1.22) and (A.1.23) into (A.1.18), and multiplying both sides by L, we obtain

         Illti = 25i+-,P,))DT.r[zb'(T.)u;;',(hm)-ilt'(7rc)u','(hc)

                . 2bTr2hs. [(1 -p).;;,,(h.)AR(z.) +pu2'(h.)AR(7c)] 2) O•

                 a(1+a)D <
This equation can be written as

              d,H. - "th'(."thm,l.i)ffif5.".)2S,gTM)u;h' (h-) - uZ(hc)l o•

Hence, we obtain
                       fZl/i = x(•)uh' (hc) - u','(h,)i o.

A.1.5 Proof of Proposition 5

It is shown that agent A with utility function Åë(Ti) is more risk-averse than agent B with

utility function ab(Ti) in the sense that absolute risk aversion of agent A (denoted by -Åëip','(i )

is larger than that of agent B (denoted by -{i,8?3(.,) ) for all Ti, if there exists some increasing,

strictly concave function ip such that

                            Åë(Ti) =ip(th (Ti ))• (A.1.27)
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By differentiating (A.1.27) with respect to ri, we obtain

                   Åë'(Ti) = ip:• • th:•, Åë"(Ti) = ip;.' . ipt?. + ip;. . thI,i

where ip'(th(ri)) Ei ip:•, Åë"(th(Ti)) Ei ip;•', aP'(Ti) ii! th:• and th"(Ti) iE! LbS•'.

   Replacing aP'(Ti) and il,"(Ti) of (1.30) with Åë'(Ti) and Åë"(Ti), we obtain

                            GÅë'(r.) - (1 - p)fdihÅë',ARi (Tm)
                                                                 (A.1.28)                 )C(Åë(Ti), •) =
                              GÅë' (Tc) + pf ip;n ip2ARi (Tc)

where G Ei pÅë'(T.) + (1 -p)Åë'(T,), and ARi !ii -tptp'; .Tt' •

   Dividing both the denominator and numerator of the right-hand side of (A.1.28) by Åëh ip2,

we obtain
                               aithh - (1 -p)fARi(Tm)
                                                                 (A.1.29)                    X(Åë(Ti), •) =
                                  a2cbe + pfARi(T,)
where ai :'= p"t2 thh + (1 -p)Åë2 and a2 =-: piph + (1 -p) di/,. cbe•

   Let us compare x(aP(ri), •) of (1.30) with x(Åë(Ti), •) of (A.1.29). Since Tm > Tc, Åë;. < ip',

and hence ai < a < a2. Furthermore AR(Ti) < ARi(Ti). Consequently, we obtain

                          x(lb(Ti), •) >x(Åë(ri), •)• (A.1.30)

Equation (A.1.30) implies that the larger the degree of risk aversion of landlords, the smaller

is X(')'



Chapter 2

Rental-Housing Rent*

2.1 Introduction

A number of empirical studies of the JTPL, for example, Iwata (1997), Ohtake and Yamaga

(2001), and Yamazaki (1999), show that tenure security raises the initial rent to compensate

for the loss of contract-renewal rent suffered during occupancy.2 These studies, however, do

not take into account the tenants' behavior. As Nagy (1997) notes, if tenants believe that

by remaining in their dwelling they can reduce rent payments, they will be willing to pay

more in the current period. As we have showed in Chapter 1, if all tenants want to renew the

rental contract when the tenancy expires and all landlords know this, then the JTPL raises

the initial rent just enough to offset a fall in the contract-renewal rent such that the expected

value of the rent stream is kept constant. Therefore, in this case, raising the initial rent has

no impact on either the floor space rented by tenants or the tenants' utility. Therefore, these

empirical studies of the JTPL cannot determine the effect of tenure security on either the

housing consumption or the utility of tenants.

   Linneman (1987) and Gyourko and Linneman (1989) use a cross-sectional micro date in

New York City to measure the benefits of rent control. They define the benefit of rent control

for those who dwell in the controlled sector as the difference between the uncontrolled rent

predicted by controlled unit and actual rent paid on that unit, Nagy (1997) follows this

  'This chapter is a revised version of Iwata (2002c).
  2In Japan and Denmamk, all the rental housing is basically controlled by (tenancy) rent control. Munch and

Svarer (2001) try to capture the effect of rent control in Denmark by using data on owner-occupied housing
to replace data on uncontrolled rental housing. Iwata (1997) and Yamazaki (1999) try to capture the effect of
tenure security in Japan by using data on rental housing rented only by firms to replace data on uncontrolled
rental housing sector, The reason for this is explained in Section 2.4. However, since the Fixed-Term House
Lease System was introduced in March 2000, we can now obtain data on uncontrolled rental housing in Japan.
Ohtake and Yarnaga (2001) use these data to examine the effect of tenure security.

                                       37
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approach, but use a micro panel date from 1981 to 1987 in New York City. Nagy finds that

in 1981, rent stabilized apartments had higher initial rent than non-stabilized apartments.

However, between 1981 and 1987, rent grew more rapidly in the non-stabilized sector. As

a result, tenants who remained in the same apartments in stabilized sector receive a benefit

associated with rent control.3 Early (2000) differs in the following two points compared with

these analyses. First, since rent control increases the rental price in the uncontrolled sector,

Early estimates not only the benefit of rent control for those who dwell in the controlled sector,

but also the cost of rent control for those who dwell in the uncontrolled sector. Second, Early

measures the tenants' benefit and cost from rent control as the utility difference between

the situation with and the situation without rent control. Early finds that, controlling for

higher prices in the uncontrolled sector, the average benefit to tenants in the regulated unit

is negative.

   Micro panel data themselves are hard to obtain for Japanese tenants. Therefore, Japanese

economists try to measure the effect of the JTPL using data showing characteristics of land-

lords. For example, Iwata (1997), Ohtake and Yamaga (2001), and Yamazaki (1999) use

cross-sectional micro data in Tokyo. From this data, they obtain the landlords' offer rent

(the initial monthly rent). As mentioned above, they find that the JTPL raises the initial

rent that landlords offer to compensate for the loss of contract-renewal rent. However, these

empirical studies do not measure the costs and benefits of the JTPL to tenants.

   Using the estimated parameter of Iwata (1997), this chapter develops both theoretical

and empirical model for assessing the costs and benefits of the JTPL to tenants. The rest

of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2,2 converts the theoretical model of Chapter

1 into a model that can be verified empirically. Since we use the estimated parameter of

hedonic function to measure the costs and benefits of the JTPL, we adopt the hedonic prices

model developed by Rosen (1974).4 We also adopt a one-period model, rather than the two-

  3Because dwellings are durable, landlords will choose to undermaintain their dwellings until their output

of housing services declines to a level that is supported by controlled rent. Considering the maintenance
expenditures of the landlord, Murray et al. (1991) simulate the effects of rent control in Los Angeles. They
find that the average rent will decline as a result of the control but that the proportion of the rent reduction
that is due to under-maintenance increases over time. Thus, most of the benefits of rent control to tenants
realized earIy, while most of the costs was incurred later.
  4Hedonic theory provides a framework for studying the contribution of individual characteristics to the
value of differentiated products such as houses. In this paper, however, we only take into account the relations

between hedonic rent and the floor size of rental housing.
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   '

period model of the previous chapter, because we can only obtain cross-sectional micro data

in Japan, Section 2.2.1 formulates the model without the JTPL and Section 2.2.2 formulates

it with the JTPL. Section 2.3 analyzes the effects of the JTPL. Section 2.3.1 analyzes the

JTPL under the assumption that there is no asymmetric information between tenants and

landlords. Section 2.3,2 considers asymmetry of information between tenants and landlords

in the case where landlords are risk-neutral, while Section 2.3.3 considers the risk-averse case.

Section 2.4 presents how to measure the costs and benefits of the JTPL to tenants. Section

2.5 shows the empirical results of Iwata (1997) and uses the parameters to determine whether

our model can explain the ineMciency of tenure security in Japan. Section 2.6 provides some

concluding remarks.

2.2 A Theoretical Model of Rental-Housing Rent

We consider a one-period partial equilibrium model of rental housing. Moreover, we assume a

competitive rental-housing market. There is one type of Iandlord and two types of tenant in

the market, All landlords (owners of the housing) manage rental housing for one term. The

building exists after this period. On the one hand, if landlords rent the building after the

tenancy period, they obtain rental income. However, as the mental cost to the landlords of

not being able to use the building themselves becomes oo, they receive disutility from renting

the building after the tenancy period. On the other hand, if the landlords use the building

themselves, they obtain some utility from it. Assume that the utility of each landlord for

self-use is O, i.e., it is Iarger than rental housing business, Then, landlords choose to use the

building themselves after the tenancy period. In the rental-housing market, a fraction of (1-p)

tenants is willing to renew the contract after the expiration of the tenancy period, whereas

a fraction ofp tenants terminates the contract voluntarily, We call the former `type-c,' as

Chapter 1, and the latter `type-t (non contract-renewal and terminate type).' All tenants

know for certain which type they are. We also assume that the capital market is perfect and

the discount rate for tenants and landlords is O,5

5NiVe consider a positive discount rate in Section 2.5.
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2.2.1 Fixed-TermRentalHousingModel

Lahdlord's Behavior and Hedonic Rent IiUnction First, consider a model without the

JTPL. If landlords are allowed to provide a fixed-term contract, they can refuse the tenant's

proposal to renew the contract. Information on intended tenure length thus has no effect on

the rental-housing contract. Let us write the rent function as R(h), where h is the chosen

floor space in square meters. All landlords have the same cost function of h, written as g(h),

where gh > O and ghh >ny O for all h. Then, the profit maximization problem for the landlord

can be written as

                             max fi"=R(h)-g(h) (2.1)
                               h

regardless ofthe type oftenant, where superscript F refers to fixed-term rental housing. From

Eq, (2.1), the landlord's offer rent function can be written as the following:

                          OF(h;n")=m,ax llF+g(h) (2.2)

where
                                   O02                           oo                                           ao                            0h >O, o2h>O, 5Tt >O (2.3)

follow dlrectly from gh > O and ghh 2 O expect the last property.

   Since there is only one type of landlord who has the same cost function, an equilibrium

hedonic rent function wduld be equal to the offer rent function. Thus,

                              RF (h) =oF (h; nF). (2.4)

Competition requires that profit is O. Hence, flF = O, which satisfies Eq. (2.4).

Tenant's Behavior Turning now to tenants, we assume that all tenants have the same

fixed income y, and consume housing floor space h and a composite good i, which serves

as the numeraire. The budget constraint of type-i (i = c,t) is given by y = R(h) +z. For

simplicity, assume that the utility function has a simple additive form:

                               uiF = ui(h, e) +z,

where e is the preferences parameter for housing floor space. Moreover, assume that

                      OaUhi > o, g#Åí < o, ao"ei > o, oae"/rh > o. . (2.5)
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The meaning of the third and the fourth assumptions are discussed below,

   On the one hand, type-t tenants voluntarily vacate the dwelling after the tenancy expires.

On the other hand, type-c tenants involuntarily vacate the dwelling, because tenure security

does not exist. Although their reasons are different, both types of tenant vacate the dwelling

after the tenancy period. The utility maximization problem for type-i thus can be written as

                              max uiF = ui(h,e)+z
                               h,z
                          subject to y = R(h) + z.

   After substituting for z using the budget constraint, the bid rent function can be written

as the following:

                      B,F• (h; u,"• ,e)=m,ax ui(h, e) +y- uiF (2.6)

where
                  6oBh` > o, aaB,fi2' < o, 0oBoi > o, oDeBa22h > o, 0oBu/l > o. (2•7)

                                       '
These properties follow immediately from Eq. (2.5) except the last property. The third

property means that if tenant A has a stronger preference for a greater floor size of rental

housing than tenant B, i.e., e of tenant A is larger than that of tenant B, then tenant A's

bid rent becomes higher than that of tenant B for all h. The fourth property means that the

agent with the higher bid rent also has a higher marginal bid rent.

Market Equilibrium Since there is a variety of tenants dependent on e but only one type

of landlord, the equilibria are described by the following:

                            RF(h) =: B,F• (h;ui,e), (2.s)
                           oRF(h) oB,F• (h; Ui,e)
                             oh == ah ' (2•9)
Since the utility function is separable, the unknown variable h can be obtained only from

Eq. (2.9). Substituting this into Eq. (2.8), the unknown variable Ui can be calculated. This

completes the description of the Fixed-Term Rental Housing Model.

   Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) mean that all bid rent curves will be tangential to the hedonic rent

curve in equilibrium. Gjven Eq. (2.3>, thehedonic rent curve is convex. Given Eq. (2.7), bid

rent curves are concave, and a higher e shifts the bid rent curves up, and makes them steeper.
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To simplify the figure, only six different tenants are shown in Fig.2.1, i.e., bid rent curves

B,F•j•, where o' E {ei, e2, e3} and ei < e2 < e3. I"rom Fig.2.1 we find that if the preference for

housing fioor size is the same, then tenants dwell in the same size of rental housing regardless

of the type of tenant. We denote optimum floor size as h,'•j• and optimum utility level as Ui'
JJ,

                                            'which satisfy Eqs. (2,8) and (2.9).

                              [Figure 2.1, inserts here]

2.2.2 Just-Cause Rental Housing Model

Next, we consider a model with the JTPL. The JTPL has substantially prohibited landlords

from providing a fixed-term contract.6 That is, in order for the landlord to terminate the

contract despite the tenant's desire for renewal he or she must approach a court and prove

just cause. Just cause is acknowledged by a court when the landlord's need for the housing

unit is larger than that of the tenant.7 However, since the 1960s the court has begun to pass

a judgment which accepts just cause, when the landlord paid compensation for removal to

the tenant for involuntarily vacating the dwelling, We summarize this property of the JTPL

as follows:

(iii) If the landlord paid compensation for removal to the tenant for involuntarily vacating

     the dwelling, the court accepts just cause.

   That is, compensation for removal became the complement of just cause. To introduce

this into our model, we interpret the complement ofjust cause as follows:

Assumption 9 (Compensation for Removal 1) At the end of the tenancy period, if the

landlord pays compensation for removal a(h) to the type-c tenant, where or(O) = O, a(h) > O,

ah > O, and ahh == O, then just cause is approved by the court.

  60n March 1, 2000 the Fixed-Term House Lease System that enables landlords to refuse renewal of a rental

contract that has expired was introduced.
  7Since the cost to the landlord of not being able to use the building after the tenancy period is oo, it is

always eMcient for the landlord to reside in a building after the expiry of the tenancy term in our model. The
conrt, however, cannot observe both the landlord's need for the building and the need of the type-c tenant.
Furthermore, the court has a tendency to underestimate the landlord's utility and overestimate the type-c
tenant's utility due to tenure security.
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   However, we assume that the court can prove just cause without compensation for removal

when type-t tenants pretend to be type-c and take legal action. This assumption rules out

opportunistic behavior by type-t tenants. In Section 2.4, we will discuss in more detail the

property of compensation for removal in order to calculate it numerically.

Tenant's Behavior First, considerthe effect ofthe JTPL on the type-c's bid rent function.

Fhrom the Assumption 9, type-c tenants receive compensation for removal at the end of the

tenancy period. Therefore, their net rent for the rental dwelling becomes R(h) -a(h). Noting

that the discount rate for the tenant is O, then the bid rent function for type-c can be rewritten

as the following:

                                                '
                    B,J(h; u,',e) == m,ax u.(h,e) +y+a(h) - u.'

where superscript J refers to the just-cause rental housing.

   On the other hand, because type-t tenants terminate the contract at the end ofa tenancy

period for themselves, they cannot receive compensation for removal. Therefore, their bid

rent function is equal to Eq. (2.6).

Landlord Behavior We turn now to landlords, who must pay compensation for removal

if they contract with type-c tenants. In this case, their net rent for rental-housing businesses

becomes R(h) - cM(h). On the other hand, if they contract with type-t tenants, their net rent

for rental housing becomes R(h). Hence, profit for the landlord becomes

                            n'=R(h) -a(h) -g(h) (2.10)

with probability (1 - p), and becomes llF = R(h) - g(h) with probability p.

2.3 The Effects of the JTPL

2.3.1 The Symmetric Information Equilibrium

The equilibrium to be described in this section is a symmetric information equilibrium in the

sense that landlords are assumed to know the type of any prospective tenant. Therefore, we

assume Assumption 1 in Chapter 1. In this case, landlords can rent their dwellings only to a

specific type of tenant.
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   If landlords rent their dwellings to type-t tenants, then the fixed-term contract is validated

even though the JTPL is effected, because type-t tenants terminate the contract voluntarily.

Therefore, the landlord's offer rent function for type-t is equivalent to Eq. (2.2). Since type-

t's bid rent function equals Eq. (2.6), as noted, the equilibrium is described by equations

(2.8) and (2.9). That is, tenure security has no effect on the type•-t's contract if information

is symmetric. Therefore, htF ji = h;o• and UtFj• = Ut'j in equilibrium.

   On the other hand, the landlord's offer rent function for type-c tenants can be written as

                        o'(h; ll') = m,ax n' +g(h) + a(h)

from Eq. (2.10). Competition requires that llF = fiJ = O. Therefore, the offer rent for type-c

rises by just a(h) for any h. Since RJ(h) = OJ(h;nJ) in equilibrium, we have

                             R'(h) =B.' (h; U,',e). (2•11)

Since a(h) is transferred from the landlord to the type-c tenant, Eq. (2.11) is equivalent to

Eq. (2.8). Hence, the derivative of Eq. (2.11) with respect to h is equivalent to Eq. (2.9).

This implies that tenure security also has no effect on type-c tenant's contract if information

is symmetric. Therefore, h.J 2• = h J• and U,J j- = U,' o• in equilibrium.

   To simplify the analysis, only four different values of e are graphed in Figure 2.2. The

hedonic rent function which type-c tenants face shifts up from RF to RJ (the dashed curve)

just enough to offset a loss in compensation for removal. Bid rent curves for type-c tenants,

however, shift up to the same height, because the tenants gain compensation for removal.8

Thus, the symmetric information outcome for type-c tenants, whose preference is ei, becomes

E,Ji and that for e2 becomes E,J2, respectively. Therefore, the chosen floor size level for type-c

tenants is unaffected by the JTPL when the information is symmetric. On the other hand,

any bid rent curves for type-t tenants will be tangential to the hedonic rent curve RF in

equilibrium. Thus, the chosen floor size level for type-t tenants is also unaffected by the

JTPL when the information is symmetric,

                            [Figure 2,2. inserts here]

  8Nagy (1995) empirically shows that the longer term tenants offer higher bids because they benefit by

locking into lower future rent. This result is consistent with our theoretical model.
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   We may now state a proposition that is similar to Proposition 2.

Proposition 6 (Neutrality ofthe JTPL 3) ij the information of tenant's type is sym-

metric, the JTPL has no effect on the quantity of housing rented by each tenant, and his or

her utility.

2.3.2 The Asymmetric Information Equilibrium under Risk Neutrality

                                           '
VSTe now consider the case of asymmetric information on the tenants' type between tenants

and landlords in the presence of the JTPL. Therefore, we assume Assumption 5 in Chapter

1. In this case, landlords face an adverse selection problem if they offer the symmetric

information contract, because type-c tenants are better off by pretending to be type-t tenants

and choosing contract EtF j• in Fig.2.2, Since the tenants' type and their preference of fioor

size are not correlated, it is impossible for landlords to offer a contract, which satisfies the

incentive compatibility constraint for tenants and the zero profit condition for landlords. The

reason is as follows. Suppose first that all tenants have the same preference for floor space,

i.e., e2 in Fig.2.2. Then, the separate contracts become EtCt for type-t and E,J2 for type-c.

Next, suppose that there are two preferences for floor space, i.e., ei and e2. Then, contract

EtC2 cannot satisfy the incentive compatibility constraint for tenants, whose preference for

floor space is ei. This result is different from Yamazaki (1999), which applied Rothschild and

Stiglitz (1976). We thus assume a more simple contract as the previous chapter.

   First, we consider the risk-neutral landlords and then subsequently introduce risk aversion

to examine how this alters the previous conclusions. Therefore, we assume Assumption 6 in

Chapter 1. 0n average, the risk-neutral landlord offering a contract will attract a fraction

          'p of type-t tenants, and a fraction (1 - p) of type-c tenants. Thus, the expected profit

maximization problem from such a contract is given by

                          max IIN=pnF+(i-p)nJ (2.i2)
                            h

where superscript N refers to the risk-neutral landlord. From Eq. (2.12), the offer rent

function can be written as the following:

                   ON(h;p, rl")= max n"+g(h)+(1-p)a(h). (2.13)
                                 h
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                                                                         '   Competition requires that IIN == O. Therefore, the offer rent rises by just (1 -p)a(h) for

any tenants. Since RN(h) = ON(h;p, IIN) in equilibrium, we have

                           RN(h) = B,N• (h;Ui,e),

                          ORN(h) OB,N. (h; Ui,e)
                            ah = ah ' (2•i4)
   IFlirom Eq, (2.13) and RN(h) = ON(h;p, llN), the hedonic rent curve RN is between RJ

and RF, as shown by the dotted curve in Figure 2.3. Any equilibrium must be on this curve.

Furthermore, from Eq. (2.14), all bid rent curves will be tangential to the hedonic rent curve

RN in equilibrium, For example, the equilibrium for type-c tenants with e2 becomes E,Nt,

and that for type-t tenants with e2 becomes EtNt. On the one hand, type-c tenants prefer

these contracts, since the net rental price becomes lower. Therefore, their chosen fioor space

becomes larger (h,*2 < h,N2), thereby raising their utility (U,'2 < U,Nt ). On the other hand, type-

t tenants do not prefer these contracts since the rental price becomes higher. Therefore, their

chosen floor space becomes smaller (ht'2 > hevt), thereby lowering their utility (Ut'2 > Utg),

                           [Figure 2.3, inserts here]

   In summary, we obtain a Proposition 7 that is similar to Proposition 4.

Proposition 7 Jf the information of tenant's type is asymmetric, and the landlord is risk-

neutral, the JTPL lowers initial rent for type-c tenants, Therefore, their chosen floor space

becomes larger, thereby raising their utility. On the other hand, the JTPL rises initial rent

for type-t tenants. Therefore, their chosen floor space becomes smaller, thereby lowering their

utility.

2.3.3 The Effects of Risk Aversion

This section introduces risk aversion into the model. Therefore, we replace Assumption 6 by

Assumption 7 in Chapter 1. This seems to be a more realistic approach, as we have mentioned

at Chapter 1. A similar argument can be made here,

   The risk-averse landlord is supposed to maximize expected utility as follows:

                       max I[A =pcb (nF)+(1 -p) th(II') (2.15)
                        h
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where superscript A refers to the risk-averse landlord and th(•) is a vN-M expected utility

function such that !!3dligV2(nllk) i thk > o, S4dscSllSll(, E thk' < o (k :F, J). The first-order condition

of Eq. (2.15) can be written as follows:

                       6oA (h; p, nA)
                                    =gh+(1-p)W'ah, (2.16)                            ah

where

                            'lll'=pvi, +Xil'. p) thG' (2• 17)

   On the other hand, the first-order condition of Eq. (2,13) can be written as the following:

                        OON(hl p, HN)
                                    == gh+(1-p)crh (2.18)                             Oh

   Since IIJ < nF, th3 > thS. Therefore, tp' > 1. Consequently, a comparison of Eq. (2.16)

with Eq. (2.18) yields,

                     OOA(ho;hp,nA).50N(ho;hp,ii") vh, ' (2.ig)

where competition requires that nA = nN == O. The landlord's offer rent function can be

obtained from the integration of Eq. (2.19). Hence,

    oA(h;p,llA)=faO"(ha;hP,nA)dh>fOO"(ho;hP,ll")dh=oN(h;p,nN) vh.

   The assumption that there is only one variety of landlord yields

                           RA(h)>RN(h) Vh.

   Let us call W the risk aversion parameter, which is defined as the following:

W =- f Wtdh.

   We have the following lemma for the risk aversion parameter:

Lemma 4 The more landlords that are risk averse, the larger the risk aversion parameter

becomes.

   Proof. To obtain a more risk averse vN-M expected utility function than th(•), we must

do a concave transformation of ip(•). We denote it as ip(Åë(n)), where Åë(•) is an increasing

concave function. Replacing thk of EqL(2,17) with ipk, we have

                            Åë' =p,pcb+Zi'- p) ipt,• (2.2o)
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Subtracting Eq.(2.20) from Eq.(2.17), we have

                     sign Åë' - gl' = sign alt f7 iPG(q5(J - q527) Vh. ' (2.21)

Since nJ < nF we have th(nJ) < th(Il{F). Thus, ip'J > ip'F. Therefore, the sign of Eq.(2.21)

becomes positive. Denoting the new risk parameter as Åë(i f Åë'dh), we then have Åë > W. "

   If landlords are sufliciently risk averse, then RA is likely to lie above RJ in Figure 2.3.

In this case, tenure security also raises the rent for type-c tenants, thereby decreasing the

housing consumption of type-c tenants in equilibrium (hZ2 < h2j•). This theoretical prediction

is consistent with the phenomenon that the average siz'e of Japanese rental housing is very

small, Hence, tenure security reduces not only the utility of type-t tenants, but also that of

type-c tenants (U,'2 > U,A2)•

   We summarize the results of this section as follows:

Proposition 8 ij the information of tenant's type is asymmetric, and the landlord is suf-

ficiently risk averse, the JTPL raises the initial rent by more than the amount lost in com-

pensation for removal. The JTPL thus decreases the housing consumption of both types of

tenant. Therefore, the JTPL reduces the utility of all tenants.

                                                                  '2.4 ' Mesurement ofthe Costs and Benefits ofthe JTPL

To investigate the effect ofthe JTPL, Iwata (1997) uses data from August 1995 in the Tokyo

area Shuu kan Chintai Special (Recruit, weekly information on vacant rental housing). It

is not possible to obtain the characteristics of tenants from these data, but he can obtain

the characteristics of the landlords, such as the landlords' offer rent (the injtial monthly rent

that the landlords offer) and floor size of rental housing in square meters that they supply.

Hence, he can estimate the market hedonic rent function R, by assuming all the landlords'

cost functions to be the same.

   Fixed-Term House Lease System (FTHLS) that enables landlords to refuse renewal of

a rental contract that has expired was introduced on March 1, 2000. Therefore, for the

1995 data all of the rental housing is just-cause rental housing. However, Iwata (1997) and

Yamazaki (1999) try to capture the effect of tenure security as follows. They use the data of
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rental housing rented only by firms to replace fixed-term rental housing. The firms provide the

employees with rental housing as welfare facilities. Landlords believe that the firms are more

Iikely to Ieave when asked to do so. Hence, the rental housing rented only by the firms could

not be affected by just cause. Iwata (1997) amd Yamazaki (1999) thus estimate monthly rent

which is offered by the landlords for the tenants and for the firms, respectively, and captures

the effect of the JTPL on the rental-housing price. In order to make the expressions in

agreement with the theoretical model, the rental housing rented only by the firms is hereafter

referred to as the fixed-term rental housing,

   Even though we cannot obtain the characteristics of tenants, we can measure the tenants'

benefit or cost from the JTPL approximately as follows: Suppose that tenants do not change

the housing cunsumption Ievel due to the JTPL. The bid rent function of type-c rises or(h) due

to the JTPL. Just-cause rental housing RJ also rises a(h) due to the JTPL. As we mentiond

in Section 2.3.1, B.J = RJ in equilibrium, Therefore, we can calculate the type-c's benefit or

cost from the JTPL (BCc) approximately as the difference between the numerical value of

just-cause rental housing RJ (which is also obtained from the estimated rent of fixed-term

rental housing that we will discuss below) and the estimated rent ofjust-cause rental housing

RE. Second, because the bid rent function of type-t does not rises due to the JTPL, we can

measure the type-t's cost from the JTPL (Ct) as the difference between the estimated rent of

just-cause rental housing RE and the estimated rent of fixed-term rental housing RF. As we

mentiond in Section 2.2.1, BtF = RF in equilibrium. Thus we have

                         BCc = BcJ-RE=R'-RE, (2•22)
                           c, ,,. RE-B,F=RE-RF. (2.23)

If RJ > RE > RF, then type-c tenants receive a benefit and type-t tenants incur a cost asso-

ciated with the existence of the JTPL. If RE > RJ > RF, however, then both types of tenant

face a cost associated with the JTPL. Note that Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) are approximation

for measurement of the costs and benefits to tenants as we mentioned above. To show this,

see Fig. 2.3, for example. Eq. (2.22) mesures the benefit of type-c tenants with e2 as the

difference between points E.J2 and EN. But if RJ > RE, type-c tenants choose E,Nt. That
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is, they choose larger floor space due to the JTPL. As in Fig. 2.3, utility level of point E.Nt

is higher than point EN. Therefore, Eq. (2.22) underestimates the benefit of type-c tenants

with e2 in this case. However, we use the measurment of Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) because we
                                                             tcannot o6tain the characterisics of tenants from data.

                                   '
2.5 Numerical Tests of Compensation for Removal

Now, let us consider compensation for removal. It is said that compensation for removal

is determined on a case-by-case basis, and that these costs cannot be easily predicted in

advance. The fundamental view of compensation for removal, however, is compensating the

tenant's loss for involuntarily vacating the dwelling, Hence, in this paper, we interpret the

complement ofjust cause as the following:

Assumption 10 (Compensation for Removal 2) ij landlords compensate the tenants by

paying them an amount equal to the difference between their rent and the alternative rental

housing, then just cause will be accepted. Moreover, the conditions of the alternative rental

housing would be eguivalent to that of the current dwelling.

   Let rh be the expected market rent of alternative rental housing. On the other hand,

let 7h be the contract renewal rent of the current dwelling. Then, from Assumption 10,

compensation for removal can be written as follows:

                          .h.. Ar h.. (r-T)h
                                         (1 + p)                                (1 + p)

where p is the discount rate. To prevent eviction based on rent increases, judicial precedents

from tenancy suits have established that contract renewal rent is not permitted to exceed the

rent of comparable newly rented units. In general, the relation of r and 7 becomes T > 7.

   Assume that g(h) = gh. The hedonic rent functions RK(h) (K = F, J, N, A), then become

                               RK(h) = pKh

where

                           X3F = g,

                            fiJ = g+a,
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                             6N == g+(1-p)a,

                             fiA = g+ (1 -p) ilP af.

   ]F}rom Iwata (1997), the coeMcient for the fixed-term rental housing is rsF = 1589.7 and

that for the just-cause rental housing is 2717.99 (these two figures are in 1995 yen). We,

                                   'however, cannot know whether the latter value is rsJ or 6N or fiA. Therefore, we calculate

compensation for removal and examine which one Iwata (1997) estimated.

   The standard rental contract in Japan is for two years. At the end of the two year period,

landlords cannot refuse renewal of the contract, if the current tenant wants to continue it,

However, if landlords compensate the tenant with an amount equa} to the difference between

their rent and the alternative rental housing for five years and the moving cost, the tenant

may agree to the refused renewal of the contract.9 Assume that all the rental contracts in

Iwata (1997) are for two years (24 months). In this case, landlords must pay compensation

for removal at the end of the tenancy period. We thus can write monthly compensation for

removal per square meter as follows:

                              7                         a= .2., (iA+rÅí)n + (i +T)C3 .24

where mc is the moving cost per square meters , To calculate this equation, we have to adopt

a suitable numerical value of Arn, p, and mc.

   First, we calculate the monthly rent difference per floor size Arn. Assume that landlords

and tenants expect that Åíhe new rent grows per year at the same rate as the average annual

growth rate of rent for the past five years. On the other hand, assume that they expect that

the contract-renewal rent is fixed,iO Then, rent difference per year can written as rn - Zl ==

(1 + x)"PF - PF, where x is the average annual growth rate of rent. From Consumer Price

Index (Japanese Bureau of Statistics), the average annual growth rate of private rental-

housing rent between 1889 to 1994 was 2,56oro per year in Tokyo. Therefore, we have x == ,0256.

Because we also have PP = 1589.7 from Iwata (1997), we can thus calculate the rent difference.

   Next, we consider the discount rate. Assume that the discount rate for tenants and

landlords is the interest rate of time deposits. From 1995 Economic Statistics Annual (Bank

  9See Mizumoto et al. (1999).
 iOThis assumption is similar to Basu and Emerson (2000). They assume that there is positive inflation in

the economy, and tenancy rent control forbid rent increases.
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of Japan), 2.153% of average interest rate on time deposits (five years - less than six years,

deposits of less than three million yen) in August 1995 is adopted here, Therefore, p = .02153,

   Finally, we calculate the moving cost, From several transportation business homepages,

e.g., Keio Unyu (http//www.keio.co.jp), and the 1995 Population Survey (Japanese Bureau

,of Statistics), the moving cost MC within Tokyo can be written as follows:ii

                      MC = 30,OOO yen if O<hS30

                           = 45,OOO yen if 30<hS45

                           = 60, OOO yen if 45 <hS 60

                           - ---

Fhom this we assume that the moving cost per square meters mc = 1,OOO yen.

   Now, we have all the figures to calculate a. We have a = 997.63. From this we have

6J == 2588,33.

   VSie now calculate (1 -p), For persons who relocated to their present dwelling after 1989,

the 1993 Housing Survey of Japan (Japanese Bureau of Statistics) records the duration that

they had Iived in their previous residence. Of the persons who }ived in rental housing, 44.2%

had arental duration of less than three years. We thus assume that the proportion of type-c

tenants is 55,8%. Therefore, (1 -p) = .558. Flrom this we have fiN == 2146.15.

   As noted, the coeficient for the just-cause rental housing is 2717.99. This value is larger

than 6N ==,2146.15. Therefore, it is plausible to assume landlords are risk-averse. That is,

the data of the just-cause rental housing that we can observe in Iwata (1997) would lie on

the RA. Since we now know the value of 6A( : 2717.99), we can obtain the value of the risk

parameter as
                                 (BA - 6F)
                             g) = (fiAr - ,B.) = 2•03.

                                                                      'Because this value is sufficiently large, RA lies above RJ. From this, we know that tenure

security lowers not only the floor space of type-t tenants, but also that of type-c tenants,

thereby reducing all tenants' utility, This result is consistent with the prediction of the

 iiFlrom several transportation business homepages, we only obtain the relations between the moving cost,
floor plans (`madori' in Japanese), and the number of family members. Because we can obtain the floor size of
a dwelling per person from Population Survey, we also use this survey to calculate the relations between the
moving cost and the fioor size.
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theoretical model in Section 2.3,3.

   Lastly, we may calculate per square meters of the cost and benefit of the JTPL from Eqs,

(2.22), (2.23), the estimated parameter, and the numerical value as follows:

                       BCc                             = 6J - 6A = -129.66 yen,
                        h
                         Si}t = 6A - 6F = -1128.29 yen.

Thus, both types of tenant face a cost assoeiated with the JTPL.

2.6 ConcludingRemarks

A number of empirical studies of the Japanese Tenant Protection Law (JTPL) show that

tenure security raises the initial rent to compensate landlords for the loss of the contract-

renewal rent suffered during occupancy. These studies, however, do not take into account the

tenants' behavior. Therefore, they cannot determine the effects of tenure security on either

the housing consumption or the utility of tenants. The purpose of this chapter has been

to provide a theoretical model for empirical studies and test whether the JTPL reduces the

demand for floor space rented by tenants and lowers their utility.

   The theoretical analysis predicted that if landlords are suMciently risk averse, the JTPL

raises the initial rent by more than the amount lost in compensation for removal. The

JTPL thus decreases the housing consumption ofboth the tenants who voluntarily vacate the

dwelling and the tenants vvho involuntarily vacate the dwelling, Therefore, the JTPL reduces

the utility of all tenants,

   We tested this prediction using the estimated parameters of Iwata (1997).i2 The results

showed that landlords are sufliciently risk averse, thereby raising the initial rent by more than

the amount of the loss of compensation for removal. This implies that all tenants incur a

cost associated with the JTPL. Therefore, the effects of the JTPL are consistent with the

theoretical prediction,

 i2Since the FTHLS was introduced in March 2000, we can now obtain data on uncontrolled rental housing•
Iwata and Yamaga (2002) use data from both 1995 and 2000 in the Tokyo area to capture the costs of benefits

of the JTPL to tenants.
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Chapter 3

Rental-Housing Quality "

3.1 Introduction

A large number of rental housing properties with inadequate maintenance is observed in the

urban areas of Japan. There may be two deterioration mechanisms for explaining rental-

housing quality.

   First, a "fundamental rental externality", defined by Henderson and Ioannides (1983), is

the deterioration mechanism for rental housing. They argue that it is diMcult for landlords

to be compensated for the fu11 damage caused by a tenant's utilization of rental housing.

Therefore, compared with owner-occupied housing, tenants tend to over-utilize their dwellings,

which leads to excessive deterioration of rental-housing properties, Kanemoto (1990) argues

that such tenant maintenance has this effect on rental-housing qua!ity not only during the

tenancy period but after the tenancy period as well. He shows that if tenant maintenance is

not verifiable by a third party, tenants do not consider the long-term benefits of maintenance

and consequently their investment in maintenance is reduced,

   Second, security of tenure that is guaranteed by the JTPL also affects rental-housing

quality.2 Albon and Stafford (1990), Arnault (1975), Frankena (1975), Kiefer (1980) and

Moorhouse (1972) have examined the impact of rent control on the maintenance (or invest-

ment) of rental dwellings. They show that because rent control might reduce the profit of

  "This chapter is a revised version of Iwata (2002b).
  2There are other explanations for the deterioration of (rental) housing in urban areas. For example, Sweeny

(1974) introduces the filtering-down model. Kim (2002) develops an evolutionary game-theoretic model of
homeowners and mortgage lenders to examine urban neighborhood deterioration. He shows that there exists
an evolutionary stable equilibrium in which all homeowners do not maintain their homes well and all lenders
do not provide loans.

                                       57
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rental-housing businesses, landlords reduce maintenance of their housing.3 In addition, the

JTPL reduces the profit of rental-housing businesses. In fact, Kanemoto (1990) is able to

prove that if tenants have perfect security of tenure, landlords reduce their investment. OIsen

(1988), however, argues that if tenants maintain the quality of their housing, rent control will

not necessarily reduce the quality ofrental-housing. Because the JTPL includes a rent control

provision, Olsen's argument also may be applied to the effects of the JTPL on rental-housing

quality.

   However, these analyses have all examined the landlord's and tenant's decisions in isola-

tion. In fact, both of them affect rental-housing quality, as Miceli (1992) argues. Seshimo

(2002) considers this and examines the effects of tenure security. In his model, a landlord's

investment and that of a tenant occur sequentially. First, the landlord undertakes the build-

ing investment on the land, and the tenant subsequently makes a relation-specific investment

in the rental dwelling. Seshimo (2002) shows that if tenant protection is perfect, then the

tenant over-invests in the rental dwelling to increase compensation for having to involuntar-

ily vacate the dwelling.4 This reduces the opportunity for conversion of the land use. The

landlord expects this and consequently decreases investment in the building. Seshimo (2002),

     t
however, does not consider rental-housing quality.

   This chapter applies a model developed by Miceli (1992). He considers both the effects

of !andlord maintenance and that of the tenant on rental-housing quality, and examines the

                     'impact ofthe habitability law in the presence ofthe rental externality. A landlord's investment

and that of a tenant occur simultaneously. The differences between Miceli (1992) and this

paper are as follows. First, Miceli (1992) assumes that a tenant's investment produces positive

effects on rental-housing quality, as in Kanemoto (1990) and Olsen (1988), but we assume

that it produces negative effects. In our model, a tenant's investment can be interpreted

as a relation-specific investment, such as described by Seshimo (2002), or as an intensity

  3Gyourko and Linneman (1990) and Moon and Stotsky (1993) show that rent-controlled buildings are more
likely to deteriorate than uncontrolled buildings.
  4Seshimo (2002) shows that if tenant protection does not exist, then the tenant under-invests in the rental

dwelling. That is, the hold-up problem occurs. FXurthermore, he shows that the optimal tenant's investment
can be drawn by the fixed-term tenancy contract.
 Raess and von Ungern-Sternberg (2002) also show the hold-up problem of tenants. However, they assume
that a tenant's investment is not a physical one but a psychological one, such as making friends with neighbors.
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of utilization mentioned by Henderson and Ioannides (1983).5 It is costly for landlords to

remove or mitigate damages caused by a tenant's investment or utilization. Therefore, a

tenant's investment may have negative effects on the rental-housing quality. In fact, rental

contracts that forbid a tenant's investment are common in Japan. This may provide evidence

for our assumption. Second, Miceli (1992) examines the impact of the habitability law, which

compels landlords to maintain their units in accordance with local housing codes, but we

examine the impact of the JTPL that protects security of tenure.

   The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 examines the effects of the rental

externality on rental-housing quality in the absence oftenure security. To do this, we compare

the non-cooperative solution with the co-operative solution, as in Miceli (1992). Section 3.3

     'analyzes the effects of the JTPL on rental-housing quality. In this section, we also consider

                                  '
the impacts of the JTPL on a tenant's utility and landlord's profit. Section 3.4 summarizes

the conclusions of this chapter.

3.2 The Effects ofthe Rental Externality

Consider a two-period model without the JTPL. At the beginning of period 1, a landlord and

a tenant make a one-period lease contract. In this contract, the tenant rents a single unit

of rental housing in the first period, witha rent of Ri. Both the landlord and the tenant

contribute to the rental-housing quality in period 1, as we will discuss below. In the second

period a rent of R2 is offered by the landlord, and the tenant decides to either continue to

rent the dwelling or to move at the beginning of period 2.6

   Suppose that both the landlo'rd and the tenant expect that the second period rent depends

both on the rental-housing quality q2 in period 2 and a random variable 6, i.e., R2 = R2(q2, e).

The rental-housing quality q2 is assumed to be a function of two variables: m, the maintenance

undertaken by the landlord during period 1, and u, the intensity with which the tenant utilizes

the unit in period 1. That is, m and u undertaken in period 1 have spill-over effects on the

  5Iwata (2001) assumes that both a landlord's investment and a tenant's investment produce positive effects

on rental-housing quality, and analyzes the effects of the JTPL, Iwata shows that if landlord maintenance
and tenant maintenance are perfect substitutes, and the maintenance cost function is the same as that of the
landlord, then the JTPL leads to less maintenance. Consequently, the JTPL lowers rental-housing quality.
Otherwise, it is indeterminate whether the JTPL leads to less maintenance.
  6Note that some notations are different from the previous chapter.
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rental-housing quality in period 2. The current maintenance ofm, however, does not affect on

the rental-housing quality in period 1. Moreover, additional m and u are zero in the second

period,7 The variable m represents Iarge-scale investment in the structural portion of the

housing, such as maintenance of a roof, a wal! or a support. This maintenance increases g2

at a decreasing rate. Thus, q2m > O, and q2mm < O. The variable u can be interpreted as a

free activity by the tenant, such as painting a wall, changing wallpaper or replacing furniture.

                                                         'These activities provide positive effects for a tenant living in the dwelling. However, these

activities damage walls and floors. Assume that both the landlord and the potential tenant can

observe u, but a court cannot, In this case, it is diMcult to write a contract requiring that the

tenant must restore the rental housing to its original condition. Hence the landlord cannot

charge the tenant for wear and tear of the rental housing caused by his or her activities,

and consequently u imposes negative effects on the social evaluation of q2, i.e., g2u < O.8

This negative sign implies a rental externality. It seems to be plausible that higher rates of

utilization by the initial tenant lower the rental-housing quality at an increasing rate. Thus,

we assume that q2u. < O. The sign of q2.m will be discussed below.

   The random variable e represents the uncertainty of the benefits for the landlord in period

2. Assume that both the landlord and the tenant know the probability distribution function

f(6). For simplicity, f(e) is assumed to be uniform distributed on the interval [O E], where

o<g.

   For simplicity, assume that R2 has an additive form, i.e., R2 = q2 +e. This can be

                    sinterpreted as follows. The second-period rent is determined dependent on the quality of the

rental housing q2. However, there may exist a tenant who will want to rent the dwelling at a

rent q2 + e, which is higher than or equal to q2. If the Iandlord contracts with this tenant, he

or she can obtain q2 + e. The rent offered in period 2 thus becomes q2 + e.

  7All decisions are determined in the first period in our model. See Kanemoto (1990) for the relationship

between the additional investment and tenure security.
  8The landlord has a strategy that takes a deposit from the tenant to mitigate his or her over-utilization.

However, because the court cannot observe the utilization rate of the tenant, concerns about the return of a
deposit are not removed in Japan. Therefore, The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 'Ilransport introduced
the guideline concerning the return of a deposit. According to this, the landlord should return a deposit to
the tenant where the following damages have occurred: (i) denting of a carpet by furniture, (ii) a screw hole
that the tenant has made for air-conditioner installation, (iii) a thumbtack hole made by a tenant, (iv) a stain
on the wall made by the tobacco tar, and (v) a stain on a wall made by the electric discharge of a refrigerator,

Hence it is diMcult for the landlord to correct a tenant's activity by imposing a deposit.
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   The utilization rate u is effective in both periods, but m is effective in period 2 for the

initial tenant's utility. Thus the initial tenant obtains vi(u) of utility in period 1 and v2(u,m)

of utility in period 2 from the rental housing, where vtu > O, vtuu < O (t = 1,2), v2m > 07

v2mm < O• The sign of v2um will be discussed below.

   If the utilization rate is O, in other words, ifthe initial tenant does not add any investment

during period 1, then it is plausible that the second period tenant's utility from the rental

housing equals the social evaluation q2. However, since g2u < O (u benefits only the initial

tenant), if u > O, the second period tenant's utility v2 from the rental housing in period 2

becomes larger than the social evaluation. Thus,

                       Vm v2 (u, m) 2 q2 (u, m) if u 2 0.

   Furthermore assume that

                       S6' E (O E] v2 (u, m) < g2 (u, m) + e'

This implies that there is a case where the second period tenant's utility becomes Iess than

the second period rent of the dwelling, if we consider the random variable e.

   Let us normalize the reservation utility level at O when the initial tenant moves to another

dwelling, and denote the maximum rent as r2 when he or she renews the contract. Then the

maximum rent that he or she can pay for the dwel!ing while enjoying a utility level at least

O can be written as r2 = v2(u,m),

   Suppose that the landlord has no bargaining power. Then, if the tenant has no tenure

security, the landlord offers R2 = q2 + e at the beginning of the second period. The initial

tenant renews the contract if the maximum rent is larger than or equal to the offered rent.

Otherwise, he or she moves to other rental housing and obtains the reservation utility level,

Therefore, the initial tenant's choice at the beginning of period 2 can be written as follows:

             {i-FF`(7i'=P,\[r.z((Z',M.))2.q,z((u.•,m.))+.Eg]zrfize.g,ai• (3.i)

where 17'(e) is a cumulative distribution function of E. Eq. (3.1) implies that the tenant

renews the contract ife is less than or equal to eA , or otherwise moves to other rental housing
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in period 2, We call gthe critical value. From Eq. (3,1) we have

                                                                           '                          e(u, m) =v2 (u, m)-q2 (u, m). (3.2)

The critical value thus depends on both u and m.

                             '

TenanVs Behavior Assume that the landlord and the tenant are both risk neutral and

have the same discount factor, set at one. Then, from Eq. (3.1), the utility maximization

problem for the tenant without tenure security is given as follows:

                                                                   '
         m.ax vn = v, (u) - Ri -g(u) + f,q"'M) (v2 (u, m) - q2 (u, m) - e) f(e)d6 (3.3)

                       1
where superscript n refers to the case with no tenure security. Furthermore, g(u) is the cost

of utilization during period 1, where gu > O and guu > O for all u. From the assumption that

f(e) is uniform distributed, the maximization problem (3.3) can be rewritten as

             m.ax V" == vi(u) - Ri -g(u) + i (v2(u,m) - q2(u,m) - t2) .

The first-order condition is

                         V." == viu+i(v2u-q2u)-gu=O• (3.4)
                                   e

Fhrom this condition, we obtain the tenant's reaction function, u" = u"(m).

   Assume that

Assumption 11

                               Vu,m v2m=q2m, (3.5)

                                         '
   This assumption implies that the marginal utility of m for the initial tenant is equivalent

to the marginal social evaluation of m for all u and m.

   The sign of the reaction function depends on the signs of v2um and q2.m. From the

Assumption 11 that v2m = q2m for all u, v2um must equal q2um, i.e,, v2um = g2um. Therefore,

if, for example, v2um is negative, then q2um is also negative.9 We call this substitutes case

  9For example, suppose that the tenant spills sauce on the carpet and the landlord cleans it up with mop•

The greater the quantity of spilt sauce, the more dificult it is for the landlord to mop it up.
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Case S. Conversely, if v2um is positiVe,iO then q2.m is positive. We call this complements case

Case C.

   Assume that V.". < O for the second-order condition of the utility maximization problem.

Then the tenant's reaction function does not depend on m in both Cases S and C. The reason

for this is that the tenant cannot increase utility by changing the rate of utilization when

landlord maintenance changes, because the increment of landlord maintenance induces a rent

increase just sufficient to offset the marginal utility of m in period 2 (See Eq. (3.5).).

   '

Landlord's Behavior and Non-cooperative Solution without the JTPL Turning

now to the landlord. For the case with no tenure security, the landlord obtains q2(u, m) +e

whether the initial tenant renews the contract or not in period 2. Therefore, the profit

maximization problem for the landlord can be written as

                   m.ax nn == Ri-c(m)+f,e(q2(u,m)+e)f(e)de (3.6)

where c(m) is the cost of maintenance during period 1, where cm > O and cmm > O for all m.

]FYom the assumption that f(e) is uniform distributed, the maximization problem (3.6) can

be rewritten as

                                                    E                       m.ax n" = Ri - c(m) + q2(u, m) + i•

The first-order condition of this problem is

                              "Z=q2m-chot=O• (3.7)

We obtain the landlord's reaction function, m" == m"(u), from this condition, Ori the one

hand, this reaction function is decreasing with respect to u in Case S. This implies that the

higher the utilization by the initial tenant, the lower the landlord maintenance. On the other

hand, in Case C, this reaction function is increasing with respect to u. This implies that the

higher the utilization by the initial tenant, the higher the landlord maintenance.

   The Nash equilibrium is the set of u and m that satisfies the two equations (3.4) and

(3.7). This is denoted by (uN,mN) and will be'examined below in comparison with the social

optimal solution.

 iOFor example, the tenant cannot enjoy wallpaper without the wall (Seshimo, 2002).
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                                                '
Social Optimal Solution Consider next the social optimal choices ofu and m, The social

welfare function W is defined as the sum of the tenant's utility function and the landlord's

profit function. Substituting Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6) for W, the problem is thus to choose u and

m to

{E},i? F VV = vi(u) + [foeX"'M) v2(u, m)f(e)de + Y(,x'e.,.) (q2(u,m) + e) f(e)de] - c(m) -g(u).i'

                                                                         (3.8)
                                              '  -t,
Nom the assumption that f(e) is uniform, the maximization problem Eq. (3.8) can be

rewritten as

        ll?,a.x W == v}(u) + [iv2(u,m) + gi eA (q, (u, m) + Eg eA)] . ,(.) . g(.).

The first-order conditions for u and m are as follows:

                                  A                     w. : vl.+g(v2.-q2.)+q2. -- g.=o. (3.g)
                                  e

                    Wm = q2m-chi=O. (3.10)
These two equations define the reaction functions uO = u.O(m) and mO = mO(u). The signs

of derivatives of the reaction functions are found by differentiating Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10).

Note that if V.". < O, VVuu < O. This condition and the sign of q2um determine the signs of

the reaction functions. If q2um < O (i.e., Case S), both uO(m) and mO(u) become decreasing

functions. If, however, q2um > O (i,e., Case C), both uO(m) and mO(u) become increasing

functions. The pair of u and m that simultaneously satisfies Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) becomes

the social optimal pair, and it is denoted by (u',m'). Only unique and stable equilibria are

considered below.i2

   Eq. (3.10) is equivalent to Eq. (3.7). Hence, the landlord maintenance in the rental-

housing case is equal to the social optimal maintenance for all u (i.e., mO(u) = m"(u) for all

u). This is because the landlord captures the benefit of his or her maintenance by the rent

increase in period 2.

 iiEq. (3.8) may be interpreted as the maximization problem for owner-occupied housing. That is, the owner
chooses u and m to rna)cimize not only his or her utility but also potential future tenants' or buyers' utilities.

If the owner leases the housing or sells the housing in period 2, he or she obtains q2 + e and occupies another

dwelling.
 i2If the landlord's reaction curve is steeper than that of the tenant, (u',m') is stable.
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   Next, compare Eq. (3.9) with Eq. (3,4). Because q2. < O, the marginal benefit ofu is

larger in Eq. (3,4) than in Eq. (3,9) while the marginal costs are the same. Hence the best

response for the utilization rate in the rental-housing case is Iarger than the social optimal

case for all m (i.e., uO(m) < u"(rn) for all rn). That is, the initial tenant ignores the rental

externality and has an incentive to over-utilize his or her rental housing, as Henderson and

Ioannides (1993) argue.

   Now compare the social optimal solution and the non-cooperative one in both Case S

and Case C. First consider Case S, If the social optimum equilibrium is stable, u' < uN and

m' > mN because u and m are substitutes, In this case, the landlord's under-investment

results from the over-utilization by the initial tenant. The rental-housing quality is thus

lowered due to the rental externality, i.e., q2(u',m") > q2(uN,mN),

   Next consider Case C. If the social optimum equilibrium is stable, u' < uN and m' <

mN because u and m are complements. That is, the landlord over-invests in maintenance

because the initial tenant over-utilizes the dwelling. Thus the effect of the rental externality

on rental-housing quality is ambiguous in Case C.

   We may now state a lemma as follows:

Lemma 5 (i) ij u and m are substitutes, the rental-housing guality is lowered due to the

rental externality. (ii) If u and m are complements, the effect of the rental externality on

rental-housing guality is ambiguous.

   Fig. 3.1 illustrates Case S. The Nash equilibrium (EN) is given by the intersection of u"

and m", and the social optimal equilibrium (EO) is given by the intersection of uO and mO. As

drawn, mO = rn", but uO < u". This shows that the initial tenant over-utilizes the dwelling

from the social point of view. As u and m are substitutes, the higher is the utilization rate

above uO, the lower is the investment of m below the social optimal levei.

                           [Figure 3,1. inserts here]

3.3 The Effects of the JTPL

Next, consider the effects of the JTPL on rental-housing quality. In Japan, for example, in

order for the landlord to terminate the contract despite the tenant's desire for renewal he or
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                                '
she must approach a court and prove just cause. Just cause is acknowledged by a court when

the landlord's need for the housing unit is larger than that of the tenant. To introduce this

into our model, we interpret just cause as follows. At the beginning of the second period, the

court compares the landlord's profit with the initial tenant's utility, and accords the landlord

the right to use the housing unit if the former is greater than the latter. Otherwise, it gives

the tenant the right to use it. Hewever,

Assumption 12 (Eviction Control and Rent Control) The court has a tendency to un-

derestimate the landlord's profit due to the JTPL. .Fiurthermore, to prevent eviction by rent

increases, the court lowers the contract-renewal rent to the level of the tandlord 's profit, which

is underestimated.

   If both the landlord and the initial tenant expect Assumption 12, then the initial tenant's

choice at the beginning of period 2 can be represented as follows:

               ,-S`(Mo==P,r,{{".2,(gi,M.),).-K..(e,2,(&•,m.),'.e?)}}Zr&n.e.:pi• (3.ii)           {

where a (a ) 1) is the underestimation parameter of the court that the landlord and the

initial tenant anticipate. Thus the critical value changes as follows:

                                                   '
                       '
                        eN(u, m, a) =av2 (u, m) -q2 (u, m). (3.12)

When a = 1 then Eq. (3.12) degenerates into Eq. (3.2), i.e., e'"= g. On the other hand, then

eN> e, Hence the probability of renewal becomes higher if a > 1. Thus a implies a degree of

tenure security.

Tenant's Behavior From Eq. (3.11), the utility maximization problem for the tenant with

tenure security is given as follows:

       m.ax Vi = vi (u) - Ri -g(u) + f,g [v2 (u, m) - k(q2 (u, m) + E)] f(e)de (3.13)

                             '
where superscript l refers to the case with the JTPL. From the assumption that f(e) is

uniform, the maximization problem (3.13) can be rewritten as

                     max Vt =vi (u) -Ri -g(u) +u2 (u, m, a) (3.13')
                      u
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where

                  v2 (u, m, a) E :N [v2(u, m) - E (q2 (u,m) + g                                        1 '-)],

   The tenant's reaction function can be written as ui = ui(m,a), by solving this problem.

The sjgn of the derivatives of the tenant's reaction function are found by differentiating the

first-order condition of (3.13'). Assuming Vth. < O for the second-order condition of the

utility maximization problem, then this function is increasing with respect to a because the

marginal profit ofu increases as the degree of tenure security increases (VJ. > O). Therefore,

u" (m) < ui(m, (M) for all m. This result is consistent with Seshimo (2002). The sign of V.i.

is indeterminate in Case S. Therefore, the sign of the derivative of ui(m,a) with respect to

m is indeterminate. On the other hand, VJ. > O in Case C. Therefore, the tenant's reaction

function is increasing with respect to m in Case C.

Landlord's Behavior and Non-cooperative Solution with the JTPL In the case of

tenure security, the landlord can obtain q2(u, m) + e when the initial tenant moves to other

rental housing in period 2. However he or she obtains only i(q2(u,m) + e) when the initial

tenant renews the contract. Therefore the profit maximization problem for the landlord can

be given as follows:

   m.ax ll`=Ri - c(m) + [f,e-' -a-(q2 (u, m) + s)f(e)de + f,-E(q2(u, m) + E)f(e)de] (3.14)

From the assumption that f(e) is uniform, the maximization problem (3.14) can be rewritten

as

                        max nt=Ri-c(m)+T2(u,m,a) (3.14')
                         m                           '
where

            T2(u, m, a) '! .tN-a (q2(u,m) + g) +eig (g2(., .) +E; erv) ,

   Solving this problem, we obtain the landlord's reaction function mi = mt(u, or). Similarly

to the tenant's reaction function, the signs of the derivatives of this function are found by

differentiating the first-order condition of (3.14'). Assuming nin. < O for the second-order

condition of the profit maximization problem, then this function is decreasing with respect

to a because the marginal profit of m decreases as the degree of tenure security increases
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(fiin. < O). Therefore, m"(u) < mt(u,Q) for all u, This result is consistent with Kanemoto

(1990). On the other hand, the sign of the derivative of this function with respect to u is

                                Jindeterminate because nh. is indeterminate, in both Cases S and C.

   The pair ofu and m, that simultaneously satisfies ui == ui(m,a) and mi = mi(u, or) is the

Nash equilibrium with the JTPL and is denoted by (uL,mL).

3.3.1 Rental-HousingQuality

The difference between the Nash equilibrium in the case where a == 1 and the Nash equilibrium

in the case where a > 1 shows the effects of the JTPL, Differentiating both the landlord's

reaction function and the tenant's with respect to a and evaluating the derivatives at a = 1

yields following proposition:

Proposition 9 (i) The level ofover-utilization due to the rental externality becomes larger,

     due largely to the JTPL in both Case S and Case C.

                                  0uL
                                         >O, (3.15)                                  Oor                                      a=1

 (ii) The level of under-investment due to the rental externality becomes larger, due largely

    to the JTPL if q2um < O (i.e., in Case S?. On the other hand, if q2um > O (i.e., in Case

     C?, landlord maintenance is increased by the rental externality, but varies ambiguously

    in relation to the JTPL.

                        OaM.L ..,( {.8 li g;#: .< Oo (3•i6)

   Proof. See the Appendix. -

   Therefore, the JTPL accelerates deterioration of rental-housing quality in conjunction

with the rental externality in Case S. As a result, the ranking of the optimal level of rental-

housing quality and the non-cooperative quality in Case S becomes:

                     g2 (u',m') > g2 (uN,mN) > q2 (uL,mL).

   Fig. 3,2 compares the Nash equilibria with and without the JTPL in Case S. Because

landlord maintenance is decreasing with respect to or, his or her reaction function mi curve
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shifts leftward from m" regardless of its slope. The tenant's reaction curve ut shifts upward

from u" regardless of its slope, because his or her utilization rate is increasing with respect to

a. Therefore, the Nash equilibrium with the JTPL is in the gray area, e.g., EL. As a result,

the JTPL decreases m and increases u in equilibrium.

[Figure 3.2. inserts here]

   We turn now to Case C. As in The level of over-utilization due to the rental externality

increases, due largely to the JTPL in a similar fashion to that of Case S, but the direction of

landlord maintenance is indeterminate, As a result, the rental-housing quality varies ambigu-

ously in relation to the JTPL. However, if OaM.L  ..i is less than or equal to O, the quality level

with the JTPL falls below that without the JTPL. Fkirthermore, if mL becomes less than m*,

the rental-housing quality level falls below the optimal quality level due to the JTPL, even

in Case C.

   We may now state a lemma as follows:

Lemma 6 (i) Ifu andm are substitutes, the JTPL accelerates deterioration of rental-housing

quality in conjunction with the rental externality. (ii) iju and m are complements, the effect

of the JTPL on rental-housing quality is ambiguous,

3.3.2 Initial Tenant's Utility and Landlord's Profit

The impact of the JTPL on the initial tenant's utility is found by differentiating the tenant's

utility function with respect to a and evaluating the derivative at or =: 1. Using the envelope

theorem, then this yields

                           aVL                                     au,L
                            0a .=i= 0a ..i>O' (3'17)

where
                           a,U:L .=, == i' (g2 + i)•

The RHS in Eq. (3.17) implies that the JTPL Iowers the contract-renewal rent for the initial

tenant. Therefore the JTPL increases the initial tenant's utility.
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   The impact of the JTPL on the landlord's profit is represented by

                      aancML .=i=g2u aoUaL ..i+ Oo7ir;L .=i<O, (3•18)

where
                            aor.2L .., = -i (q2 + gA) .

Note that aa".L  .=i is positive in both Cases S and C. Tbus the first term of the RHS in Eq.

(3.18) is negative and it implies that the increased utilization due to' the JTPL lowers the

rent in period 2.i3 The second term on the RHS in Eq. (3.18) implies that the JTPL lowers

           `
the contract renewal rent. Therefore, the second term of RHS in Eq. (3,18) is also negative.

These imply that the JTPL decreases the landlord's profit in both Cases S and C.

   Since the decrease of the contract-renewal rent due to the JTPL is transferred from the

landlord to the initial tenant, the absolute value of Eq. (3,18) is larger than Eq. (3.17) by

an amount equal to the absolute value of the first term of the RHS in Eq. (3.18). This

implies that deterioration of rental-housing quality due to the increased utilization results in

ineMciency of the rental-housing market in both Case S and Case C. i4

3.4 ConcludingRemarks

This chapter examines the effects of the rental externality and the JTPL on rental-housing

quality by focusing on both maintenance by the Iandlord, which raises the quality of accom-

modation, and utilization of the tenant, which reduces the quality. Our main conclusions are

summarized as follows:

(I) If utilization by the tenant is not verifiable, then a rental contract for housing creates

     a rental externality problem: the initial tenant over-utilizes the housing. Moreover,

     if landlords react by reducing their maintenance in line with the increased utilization

     rate,,the higher the utilization rate, the lower the landlord maintenance. Rental-housing

     quality is thus diminished by the rental externality in this case. However, if landlords

 i3The variable q2 is the social value (including value for potential tenants) of the rental-housing quality. Let

us write the utility of potential tenants as vp(q2). Then the first term on the RHS in Eq. (3.18) may also

imply that tenure security lowers the utility of potential tenants. •
 i4Therefore, the optimal degree of tenure security is a == 1, but the first-best investment cannot be achieved

by this contract due to the rental externality.
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react by increasing their maintenance in line with the increased utilization rate, the

higher the utilization rate, the higher the Iandlord maintenance. The effect of the

rental externality on rental-housing quality is indeterminate in this case.

The Japanese Tenant Protection Law (JTPL) protects tenure security to such an extent

that Iandlords cannot refuse renewal of an expired rental contract if the current tenant

wants to continue it. Furthermore, to prevent rent increases, the court lowers the

contract-renewal rent, which is defined as the rent for an incumbent tenant, below

the rent of comparable newly rented dwellings in the neighborhood. Therefore, tenure

security in Japan further increases utilization by tenants. If landlords react by reducing

their maintenance in line with the increased utilization rate, the JTPL further reduces

the landlords' maintenance. Hence, the JTPL accelerates deterioration ofrental-housing

accommodation, along with the rental externality in this case, If landlords react by

increasing their maintenance in line with the increased utilization rate, the effect of the

JTPL on rental-housing quality is ambiguous, However, we show that there exists a

case where the rental-housing quality level falls from the optimal quality level due to

               '                                                                  'the JTPL even in this case.

   As stated in (II), it is most likely that the JTPL is one of main causes of rental-housing

                                       xdeterioration in Japan. On March 1, 2000 the JTPL was revised and the Fixed-Term House

Lease System (FTHLS) was introduced. Under the fixed-term contract, the tenan.t must

vacate the housing when the tenancy expires if the landlord does want not to renew the

contract. It is not necessary for the landlord to show anyjust cause to terminate the contract

under this system. The new system, however, is permitted for new contracts only. Therefore,

the FTHLS does not affect rental-housing contracts that took effect before March 1 2000.

As long as ajust cause system is applied to the contracts that were made before March 1

2000, rental-housing quality may not be improved. Fhrom this viewpoint, a fixed-term contract

should also be applied to contracts made before March 1 2000.
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Appendix

The Nash equilibrium is described by the next two conditions:

                                   vJ - o,

                                  nh - o.

Differentiating these equations with respect to a yields the following system:

                      (I•Zz nYin)(#/')-(:.Yk )•

Evaluating the derivatives at a = 1, then this system can be rewritten as

' (,i,':.:""..V.:"m.)(#/]lz-z.1)==(:fiYka.lff.'.i,)•

where
                                      .-L 'A
               v.". = v.t. = viu. + E(v2uu - q2uu) + {l'L (v2u - q2u) - guu,

                                      ee                          a=1
                                AA              v.". == V.t. =l(v2um-q2um)+;'(v2m-q2m),
                           a=1                                eE
             nA. = IIh. =q2..-c..<o,
                           a=1
              nk. == nh. --q2..,
                           a=1
         - v.i. = -l(v2v2u - q2 q2u) < O,

                        e               a=1
                       A        - IIe.. = =E q2m > o.
               a=1                       e

   I"rom the assumption V.n. < O and V.". = O. Furthermore, nK. = q2um < O in Case S,

but "h. = q2um >O in Case C.

   Applying Cramer's rule yields the following:

              ou :nYiif,1fii.i,.V.:"m.

              bEtT .=1 = Dn >O'
              aom. .., ,. {lim"U""u :D\V':aalfa=-ii ()<.s lf ,q2,.u.m.<oo ,.

where

                                  v.n, v.n.
                           D"= nn.. nk. >O'
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